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Abstract 
A combined application of PV and polymer  thermal solar collector (PVT) of solar energy for residential  
electricity and thermal demand can be harnessed sustainably with effective means at a time where long sun 
duration and most consistent solar irradiation throughout the year is available, in place like Addis Ababa, 
Ethiopia.Due to frequent power shedding though out the country which Addis Ababa is part of problem, 
because of the energy demand in the country is increasing and a source of electricity is merely dependent 
on hydro power of rain which droughts are occurring frequently affecting the generation of the grid. 

 Housing development, particularly the real estate Housing is booming since a couple of decade in Addis 
Ababa which theoverall PVT cost could be integrated with the cost of house construction. Although, 
currently, residential houses are constructed with various means, as an entail step, the real estate house are 
chosen to implement the PVT as most of the real estate house are targeting the higher income citizens 
who could offered the PVT installed residences. A number of real estate companies are engaged in wide 
range of house construction which the area and model of the houses are important in design of specific 
family house. In general the houses are categorized in to three main residential buildings such as 
apartments where a range inhabitant can be accommodated, town type house and Villa type housing.  

Feasibility and design of PVT is evaluated for the real estate residential houses of the main above 
mentioned house type where the results are suggestingencouraging outcomes of pay back and percentage 
of PVT cost with the price of house. Despite the cheap cost of grid electricity from hydropower, the PVT 
would be feasible with long term loan and low interest from government Banks to encourage customers 
of the real estate companies, and thereby the sector could contribute significant share in the energy 
consumption that can reduce power shedding problem of the country besides of the direct advantages of 
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inhabitants to access uninterrupted energy of heat and electricity. Electrical heater often face scaling and 
frequent breakdown and long maintenance that PVT polymer solar collector avoids the problems 
completely.  

The government policy for energy is principally directed towards renewable energy that can increase the 
energy generation of the country along the hydropower projects which solar energy shallalso cover major 
role in the renewable resources of energy use incities.The Solar energy is part of a five year plan (GTP) of 
the government to increase energy in cities, a cost effective polymer or plastic thermal solar collectors is 
employed in the PVT that can be used for generation of hot water for domestic use along with generation 
of electricity from PV modulesof PVT would be good means of application of solar energy. This master’s 
thesis paper will cover an application of PVT polymer solar collector for households in the growing sector 
of real estate in Addis Ababa city. However the efficiency of Photolytic PV cell is limited to maximum of 
20 %  and yet, the cost is getting cheaper from time to time that some more people in cities can afford 
it.The polymer thermal collector is less in cost than the conventional flat plate collector or vacuum tube 
collector and function properly to collect the thermal energy and facilitate more efficient use of the PV 
which the operating temperature of the PV module gets stable because of the heat removing effect of 
circulating fluid through thermal absorber. 
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2 Chapter one 

2.1 Energy demand and supply assessment review of Ethiopia 

2.1.1 Introduction 

Ethiopia is one of the poor nations in the horn Africa; a landlocked country with population of 
approximately 84,7 million (as per 2011 estimates) and encompasses an area of 1.1 million square 
kilometers. Despite the country had been stayed long in civil war, its economic have been reviving for the 
last two decades. The country has practiced political stability through election and public discussions 
which enables the country to plan policies for economic growth at general, and for the energy sector in 
the particular. However the country is in its first step of studies to explore all resources in detail and 
intensive approach, about 45 % is arable (National Bank of Ethiopia) with abundant water resources. 
About 85% of its population of (estimate for 2006) inhabits in rural areas and leads its livelihood from 
subsistence agriculture and livestock, Ethiopia is rich in mineral deposits and ores, but little commercial 
exploitation has been made. In Ethiopia the GDP per capita (PPP) amounts to US$1000 (as per 2010 IMF 
report),  is the one of  lowest in sub-Saharan Africa, some 81 % of the population are living below US$2 
per day, and 38,7% of these live below the absolute poverty line. 

2.1.2Economic review  

Despite the long history and an accent civilization Ethiopians, the country was stuck for circular civil and 
exterior wars which its economy is the result of war history. Since 1991, after the fall of the dictator 
communist colonel Mengust’s regime, the economy of the country has been growing with certain level. 
But in 2003 when the Federal Democratic republic of Ethiopia FDRE, has started to implement reform 
of policies in an intensive approach which have given an economic boost based on agricultural lead 
economic improvement, the reform of policy is as to restructure the development which had been 
hampered by a two year war with its neighbor Eretria on border dispute which had cost huge human and 
economic recourse damage for both countries. The government has established long and short term plans 
to improve the economic growth and the energy. The GDP Growth can be taken as a reference for 
energy sector growing that have a witness for the close relation of GDP and energy consumption. As a 
result the energy production and distribution has been improved.() 

 
Figure 2.2.1 
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Figure 2.2.2 

The border dispute war between Ethiopia and Eretria was erupted in 1998 and lasts for two years with big 
impact on both countries in their economy and human lives. The government of Ethiopia has come up 
with new policy to promote the economic stimulation under a policy, Sustainable Development and 
Poverty Reduction Program SDPRP 2002/03-2004/05 in which the above trend in the graph is shown. 
And following an election in 2005another successive development policy had been carried out in 2005/06 
to 2009/10 with more achievement and better performances the policy called Plan for Accelerated and 
Sustainable Development to end poverty PASDEP has shown direction for the new growth and 
transformation plan GTP for five years between 2010/11 to 2014/15.The new policy, GTP is to achieve 
the following projected scenario in the five years. 

 
Figure 2.2.3 
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2.1.3 Energy review 

It is fact that the GDP is directly related to production and consumption of energy ina country. In 
Ethiopia, the Energy sector has been growing along with the GDP growth. Ethiopia is found in place 
where human being is said to be evolved, ever since the use of fire by Homo sapiens in theanthropogenic 
history, Ethiopians have been using energy in a tradition way till introduction of electricity in the country 
in the beginning of 20 century by emperor Mililk II from the westerns.  
Although there is a growing trend in energy sector of the country, the traditional biomass from wood 
covers 70-80% of the primary energy sources share of the country. The traditional energy resources from 
wood, charcoal, and dung cake from cows cover 94% of the energy sources in the country.   Modern 
energy from petroleum and electricity only covers 6% of the energy resources of the country. 90% of the 
modern energy comes from petroleum mostly used for transport sector. The electricity covers only 2% of 
the modern energy. Currently 95.6 % of the electricity generation is based on hydropower when the 
midterm expansion plan to 2015 contains mainly hydropower plants thus increasing the hydropower share 
to nearly 100%. The per capita electricity consumption is 28Kwh (according studies of Japan international 
corporation agency JICA 2010).  
The increasing generation of electricity of the country is as follows 
 

 
 
Figure 2.3.1 Historical trend of electricity generation over the past 70 years 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Homo_sapiens�
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N/S Project son pipe line Capacity In MW Year expected to be 
completed 

1 Gilgel Gibe III hydropower plant 1870 2011/12 

2 GenaleDawa III hydropower plant 254 2013/14 
3 HaleleWerabesa hydropower plant 422 2014 
4 ChemogaYeda I &II hydropower plant 280 2015 
5 GrandMillenniumrenaissance 

hydropower plant 
5250 2014/15 

6 FinichaAmeritneshe hydropower plant 97 2011/12 
7 Ashegoda wind farm project 120 2012/13 
8 Adama wind farm project 51 2013/14 
9 Meseboharena wind farm project 51 2013/14 
 Total 8265MW  
 

Figure 2.3.2 on pipe line electricity power generation projects till 2015 

EEPCo has also plan to install 100MW coal fired and 600MW of natural gas fire power plant in the five 
year plan. In the long term master plan till 2029 energy research and development activity is a major policy 
in the country’s policy.  

 
Figure 2.3.3 

The state owned Ethiopian Electricity Power Corporation EEPCo was restructured in 1997 after serving 
long period of time by name of Ethiopian Electric light and Power Authority since its establishment in 
1956.  

EEPCo has two ways of electric energy supply system. 

1. ICS is interconnected systems which connects the large hydro power plants in the supply system. 
2. SCS is self-contained systems which supplies the energy from mini hydro power plans and diesel 

generator located in various places. 

The per capita electricity energy generation has increased significantly. 

http://www.geni.org/globalenergy/library/energy-issues/ethiopia/index_chart.html�
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Figure 2.3.4 

About 22% of the population has access for electricity whereas the access for electricity energy has 
reached 41% of the households where the national grid transmission line area has so far covered. In 
2005/06 900 villages and towns had only been electrified. Now the total number has increased to 5163. 
The per capita electricity energy generation has increased significantly. 

 
Figure 2.3.5 

The hydropower based electricity generation is in risk with climate change when sometimes drought hits 
the region that results reduction of water level in dams. And may the consumers face power shedding 
which consumers complain for quality of the energy services. The intentional average of electricity losses 
through transmission and distribution is 12-13%, whereas the loss in Ethiopia reaches around 20%.And 
most of which the loss occurs during distribution from the national grid to end users. The World Bank is 
financing projects to promote efficiency and the automation of distribution. 

Redundant energy sources and energy reserve should be available in the country to reduce power shedding 
and to ensure sustainable energy service. The long term of energy policy and vision of Ethiopia is to 
become a center of energy industry in the horn Africa to export electricity for its neighbor countries.      

Electricity generation Potential of Ethiopia is widely dependent almost on the renewable resources, as the 
resources of fossil fuel is not commercially exploited although some studies are pointing some reserve of 
petroleum, natural gas and charcoal are available.Unexploited 4Trillion cubic feet reserve of natural gas 
and 430,000 billion barrel of crude oil reserve is estimated to be preserved in the country. 320 Billion 
Tone charcoal is reserve deposit is also available. () 
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The future estimated renewable potential resources are presented as follows.  

S/N Energy type Capacity  

1 Hydropower  More than 45,000 MW of electricity 

2 Wind  power More than 10,000 MW electricity 

3 Geothermal  More than 5,000 MW electricity 

4 Biomass Wood fuel 1120million tone/year 

 

Figure 2.3.6 

About 200,000 hectorof forest cover estimated to be lost annually for traditional use of fire wood. And as 
a result two billion square meters of soil erosion have caused severe land deforestation by 2% every year. 
The land degradation, due to inefficient utilization of the wood biomass, the resources is leading in to 
scares with environmental impacts, tremendous deforestation. However other resource types of biomass 
are still not used properly, like animal manure, industrial and municipal wastes. 

Estimated fuel wood supply and demand (million m3) 

 
Figure 2.3.7 

Drought seasons affect the water level of dams which results power shedding in the energy service. 
Although the electricity generation has been increasing from new hydropower projects, Addis Ababa as a 
city has been suffering from power shedding resulted due to drought seasons and growing demand of 
rural electrification and industry growth in the country. The resource potential of sun can be utilized in 
cost effective way as to enable to use of solar energy for both electricity and domestic use of houses and 
hospitals in the city. The frequent black out and power shedding which sometime had been reached 50% 
black out of nationwide was raising controversial effect in the public with the growing electricity 
generation. Even there was times hospital had been stopped treating patients which require power facility 
such as surgical activities, people has been exposed to suffer and death due to power scarcity. 
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Figure 2.3.8 Projected power supply and demand gaps 

(Source: Ethiopian Economics Association, 2010() 

3 Chapter two 

3.1 Solar energy use in Ethiopia 

3.1.1 Introduction  

Ethiopia’s solar energy resource is fairly good in potential to provide both electricity and heating energy of 
versatile use. The yearly average daily radiation is 5,26 kWh/m2for the whole country. This varies 
significantly during the year, ranging from a minimum of 4,55 kWh/m2 in July to a maximum of 5.55 
kWh/m2 in February and March. On a regional basis, the yearly average radiation ranges from values as 
low as 4.25 kWh/m2 in the areas of Itang in the Gambella regional state (western Ethiopia), to as high as 
6.25 kWh/m2

The solar energy market in Ethiopia has been growing since the beginning of 1990s after regime change in 
1991. So far the installed capacity estimated to be 5MWp, and the solar energy use is still in its infant stage 
where it needs to grow in to mature level like the developed world as the resource is fairly enough to 
encourage the use of the solar energy. With current trend of solar energy conversion, the estimated 
potential can reach 52MWp in the future (as GTZ market study in 2009).For about 10 years in since the 
90s the solar market sale has been growing less than 5% per annum.The majority of the solar market sale 
is PV cells where remote rural areas can have a chance to be electrified by NGO and for Telecom 
Companies for network power.  More than the 70 % of the PV cells installed in the country is by the 
telecom companies for network power facility. Clinics and health centers are getting financed by different 
NGOs to have access of electricity from PV cells for health service. The growing sector of real estate 

 around Adigratin the Tigray regional state (northern Ethiopia). Solar power is currently used 
to in very limited potential. And the sector of solar energy is promising future with huge potential of 
energy. 

3.1.2Market review 
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housing in cities have also catch an interest to development of some power requirement from solar energy 
for heating purpose of domestic use. Since 2005 the market was growing 15-20% for the last four years (as 
GTZ market study in 2009).  

So far, the solar energy employed in Ethiopia is mainly from stand-alone direct conversion of PV solar 
cells and solar water heaters for domestic hot water use.Solar-thermally generated electricity and grid 
connected PV cell electricity generation are not practiced yet in the country. Therefore Hot water 
generation and off grid PV cells are onlyandwidely practiced in the country and can be reviewed shortly as 
follows. 

3.1.3 Solar PV cells for electricity 

Since 80% of Ethiopian population is living in rural area where the electricity access is around 2%, PV cell 
solar energy is used to help the rural area and telecom companies which are the major market stack holder 
in the PV cell solar energy. And thegrowingdemandfor, institutions (like schools, clinics, health centers 
and tap water service), lightinghomes and pumping water for irrigation. In the remote rural area, in 
correlation with economic improvement of the people in the rural area, the interest for modern energy 
service has increased and people are happy to purchase electricity with some smart subsidy approaches. 
Those rural areas are getting electrified with PV cell by different NGOs of international donors. As most 
Ethiopian farmers are too poor to afford the PV cell solar energy technology the international donors like 
(UNEP/GEF, EU/IGAD). Although there are some who work independently working on the rural 
electrification, a government has organized responsible entity for rural electrification called Rural 
Electrification fund REF which coordinates most PV cell electrification programs in the rural areas. The 
Ethio-telecomcorporation which is spreading the telecommunication service across the nation have been 
using PV cell in the off grid areas of for powering the communication network device. And 70% of PV 
cells are used for such facility. Due to maintenance and fuel free advantages of PV cells over diesel 
generators the economic and environmental benefits give preference for PV cells in rural areas, telecom 
companies, like NokiaSiemens are supplying PV cells to power the base station sites and transmission 
nodes sites for the fiber optic backbone network. The GSM and GPRS mobile networks with fiber optic 
backbone supplied byNokia Siemens Networks required approximately300 sites in the northern and 
central parts of the country. Half of these sites are located areas where there is no grid access. 

 
Figure 3.3.1Solar panels for network power facility on-site in rural Ethiopia 
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Still the partnership of the Nokia Siemens and Ethio-Telecom is going on to supply more networks with 
PV as the telecommunication network is spreading continues in the country side. 

A number of local and international companies are emerging in the Ethiopian solar PV market, with some 
new entrants to the solar technology, mainly involved in import of the components and whole sealing of 
PV systems. Nearlydozen solar PV sellers are known to operate actively in cities other than Addis Ababa, 
including Awassa, Dilla, Jimma and Harar. Even though the number of dealers in other towns is still 
small, it is indicative of the growing trend of the solar PV business. 

http://www.uncclearn.org/sites/www.uncclearn.org/files/unido23.pdf 

3.1.4 Solar water heater SWH 

In Ethiopia, the market of solar water heaters SWHwas introduced by locally manufactured products 
some 10 years ago, but currently, themarket is dominated by the imported products as local manufacturers 
could not compete in the market due to cheaper price and better quality of imported products. Due to the 
real estate boom throughout the country in recent years, demand for solar water heaters has 
increasednotably.Although there is no exact inventory of installed SWH, it is estimated that there would 
be total installed capacity of 5,000 units which is equivalent to about 10,000 m2. Since the installation of 
SWHs was not controlled in the past, the estimation is based on some information from previous studies 
and interviews with key stakeholders in the sector. Flat plate collectors, which were the most common 
typeslocallymanufacturedSWHs, were dominant in the market until they were taken out of the market 
computation by evacuated-tube-type collectors (with and without heat pipes) imported mainly from 
China, Israel and Italy. 

Solar 
WaterHeaterTechnology 

Estimated installed 

Estimated 
installed/year 
(2008) 

Estimatedfinancial 
volume (€/Year/2008) Units    

(Number) 
Area            
(m2) 

UrbanHouseholds 4,5 9,000 800 0,48Million 

Tourism(Hotels) and 
Institutions 500 1,000 200 0,12Million 

Total 5,000 10,000 1,000 0,6Million 

Figure 3.4.1 solar heater use of the country (as GTZ market study in 2009) 

It is fact that the market volume is small per year as shown in the table above, however, the market is 
growing for the recent years gradually that the potential for investment on the sector is getting attractive. 
The grid electricity price is not expensive, less than USD 0,06/kWh domestic tariff, which challenge the 
demand for SWHsand PV market,moreover policies of renewable energies are not good enough to 
encourage the sector. Government low cost housing can also provide more market for the SWHs. Foreign 
companies along with local business are creating strategic partnership for investment on the PV and 
SWHs to take benefit of the growing market opportunities in area. Presently, there are about seven 
companies that participate in import and sell of SWHs in large volumes. () 
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4 Chapter three 

4.1 PV-T solar technology review 

PV-T is a hybrid generation of both electricity and thermal from solar energy. Collecting the two forms of 
energy makes it very interesting application for industries and buildings (hotels, hospitals, residences 
houses). Different type of PV cell generates electricity with efficiency ranging 5-20%.The efficiency of 
solar cells drops with increasing operating temperature. The temperature of the cell inPVmodule increases 
due to the absorbed solar radiation which is not converted in to electricity, which decreases the efficiency 
of the module, (Soteris A. kalogirou, 2009), the efficiency decrease is about 0, 45% per degree rise of 
temperature for mono crystalline(C-Si) and poly crystalline (PC-Si) silicon solar cells, 0, 25% per degree 
rise of temperature for amorphous silicon (a-Si) solar cell. (Soteris A. kalogirou, 2009) 

The efficiency drop effect can be avoided by proper heat extraction with fluid circulation under the panel. 
The fluid can be water or air whichever is designed. Natural circulation of air from open atmosphere in 
PV panels is the easiest way to remove the heat from PV and maintain the efficiency of the PV module. 
When the electric and thermal energies are required for an application of the PVT, it becomes important 
with more technical and cost efficient approach. The total cost energy output from PVT is likely to be 
lower than that the normal PV modules (Soteris A. kalogirou, 2009). The heat removal by fluid circulation 
under the PV panel would have an additional advantage of stabilizing the current voltage characteristic 
curve of the PV cell. 

As the temperature of the fluid from PVT is less than 1000c which is referred as low temperature solar 
thermal generation, the electricity generation is more prioritized and accordingly designed to satisfy 
electric energy demand. But the thermal generation is also enough for direct use of some industrial 
process and building domestic useof hot water. The system consist the PV and the thermal absorber as a 
coupled under the same area. The PVT achieves higher energy conversion rate than PV and conventional 
low temperature thermal absorber. The PVT operating with low temperature thermal generation is 
necessary to avoid the efficiency drop of PV electricity generation part. 

However the air is easy and low cost method to use in the PVT application, it is less effective with 
ambient temperature over 200c. And water can be used at any temperature with more advantage of using 
direct hot water for heating which is more suitable for domestic hot water consumptionsof residences and 
some industries. WaterPVT System provides more energy output than standard PV module. And it will 
avoid heat exchanger use unlike the air system. Thewater type PVT often uses silicon type PV and metallic 
sheet pipes for the thermal water absorber. The heat exchanger or absorber is thermally insulated at the 
back of the panel. The thermal absorber or heat exchanger is like fin and tube arrangement used in flat 
tube solar collector. Evacuated tube solar collator is also another thermal collector which can be used with 
PV in the PVT system. Glazing is applied to PVT on top of the PV and sometimes also possible to ignore 
the glazing which is more appropriate to low temperature applications. Polymer absorber is used instead 
of the flat plat absorber with more cost effective means. And polymers have been introduced and as a part 
of the PVT application like hereinwith thethesis worked out. 

The PVT system consist accessories in addition to the PVT panel which electricity and thermal storage 
and control facility will be processed. The accessories for electricity are charge controller, battery, inverter 
and electricity distribution line from and for thermal accessories, pump, storage tank, and water pipe, flow 
control and temperature sensors. 
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5 Chapter four 

5.1 Polymer thermal solar collectors 

5.1.1 Introduction  

The solar thermal energy application is becoming vital in order to help forrealizing the demand for 
heating. The prices, depletion natureof fossil fuel and environmental issues of fossil fuel play major role in 
increasing interest of renewable energy such as solar thermal utilization. Solar thermalcollectors have an 
immense potential of renewable energy source for substitution of fossil fuels as the heat demand covers 
50% energy consumption. Hence there is need for fast growing market and production so as to achieve 
significant share. Today most solar thermal collect are made of mainly metal materials like, aluminum, 
steel or copper for flat plate collectors and copper pipe and glass tubes for the evacuated tube collectors. 

The polymer or plastic materials are now in use for solar thermal collector, however its number in the 
market is not as high as the conventional solar thermal collector, it is believed that the potential to 
substitute the role the metal materials in the solar thermal collector is so promising. The wide range 
properties of polymer have brought success on the research and design of polymer technology to outfit 
for specific applications. Polymers have potential for versatile use integration and the greatly flexible 
development capability and direct automated manufacturing; as a result overall cost reduction for solar 
thermal collector application has achieved significantly, due to cost-efficient manufacturing, processing 
and application, the most important cost reduction is due to the low density feature ofpolymers, and it is 
assumed as vital factor for choosing polymeric materials for solar thermal application. Although the 
durability of these materials is not as effective as the conventional thermal collectors, efforts are under 
going to improve the full potential application through research and designs for the future. 

In 1999, Department of Energy (DOE)/Solar Heating and Cooling Program of the United States had 
started a search to developlow-cost polymer-based solar water heaters for mild climates with collaboration 
of some company under industrial oriented concept. The DOE labs and universities were giving support 
to the industry teams. Out of Six industry teams only two teams were successful which has started with 
conceptual development of polymer use for solar thermal collector. Since then, the polymer use of SWH 
for pool heating applications was introduced in the US solar market. 

 
Figure 5.1.1 polymer material of various cooler for thermal solar collector  
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Polymer solar water heater can be designed for purpose of specifically, for building, hot water need which 
collectors would be installed in the building roofs or walls, a wide cooler design like in above picture of 
the polymer would be available with the required property of the polymer to satisfy the application as 
much as those black coolers. These give advantage for aesthetic value of buildings in which the integration 
use of polymer solar thermal collector on buildings architect designs catch interesting application. In order 
to get the desired color appearance on the polymer material, a selective filter reflecting with specific 
narrow band of solar spectrum in the visible range principle is applied. Now polymer SWH are available in 
market with number of companies which work on polymer solar water heaters. 

One of the important issues of polymer thermal solar collector is a stagnation temperature at high 
temperature climate, as the polymer was designed only for mild climate., tests have shown the polymer 
stagnation temperature of 152o

• The controller set to run the pump continuously above a preset temperature, such as 65°C.  

c for black absorber had been attained, (produced since 1999) for mild 
climate. Hence control method should be avail to control the design characteristics to protect from 
overheating and effective operation of the thermal solar collector. Here are recommended methods of 
control for overheating. 

• Use of a matt black-coated absorber as a long wave infrared emitter. 

• The water store volume to panel area ratio must be above a minimum, for any climate zone. 

•Direct heating is required, with no heat exchangers on the solar loop. 

• Photovoltaic pumping is used to eliminate the risk of mains electric power cuts.  

When we mean the stagnation temperature condition, we mean that a non-operational condition when the 
water is not circulating out of the collector. A number of research projects have been carried out on the 
polymer solar thermal application, and yet the research is going on both the thermal and PV solar energy 
from polymer material, although the latter is not giving commercial results as the efficiency is lower than 
5% in which further invasions and research should produce the commercial level polymer to substitute 
semiconductor base PV electricity generation application. At Ingolstadt University of Applied Sciences 
(Germany), the conventional flat plat collector is substituted by polymer flat thermal collator, and detail 
analysis of components of existing solar thermal systems, the components as well as the system designs 
are adapted to polymer needs.  

5.1.2 Thermal stress on collector components 

In order to design polymer material for thermal solar collector, it is important to understand time of 
exposer of thermal stress on the polymer material. As mentioned in the above, a relative long stagnation 
time is a factor that the polymer should with sand. Principally when new collectors are placed at the roof 
of newly constructed house, and has been in the roof without being operational for certain length of time, 
under such condition, simulations of the collector shows that the temperature limiting measures give an 
impression of thermal stress and exposure times of worst case temperature loads to collector components. 
As the figure shown below, the cumulative frequency of temperatures for the absorber and the 
thermotropiclayer are provided if the collector is one year in stagnation only (location: Graz, orientation: 
south, slope 45°).  

Simulation tools used to analyze solar thermal collectors considering an integrated polymer collector 
design. And the basic geometry of the polymer was made with a triple wall sheet. The geometry was 
optimized after various material andgeometry parameters are compared to differentiate theirimpact on 
efficiency and mechanical stability.The heat transfer capability of absorber and the collector efficiency 
were analyzed by changing the parameter of fluid flow and position of absorbing layer.The collector 
efficiency can be higher than the conventional flat plat collector as the simulation results 
suggest.Additional mechanical stresses and deformation during operation were analyzed. Uneven 
expansion may induced when these extra load appear because temperature difference in the 
collector.However, for most of collectors configurations the mechanical stresses are in acceptable ranges. 
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For polymer material mixtures, low thermal expansion coefficients the bending of geometry will be in 
acceptable limit. In order to use the full potential of polymeric process, polymeric collector must be 
differentfrom metallic collector in order to use the full potential of polymeric process. Two solutions have 
been proposed, either to introduce an overheat protection mechanism that prohibits temperature to 
increase above a predefined upper limit, or to apply polymers which can sustain the highest possible 
collector temperatures.  

 
Figure 5.2.1 

 (CHPH) a new all-polymer collector design has been developed with an absorber made of especially 
modified PPS-material from CHPH. A number of high temperature resistant polymers are known, but 
most of these are not suitable for an industrial extrusion into multi-wall sheets. Extrusion is considered to 
be a necessary processing step in order to make product that is competitive with conventional flat plate 
collectors. With important assistance from KaysersbergPlastics, successful processing has been 
demonstrated.High temperatures resistance and long lasting disclosures material have been produced at 
the department of Physics, University of Oslo, and the mechanical, optical and physical properties of 
absorber sheets have been examined. These researches conclude that the absorbers in the actuals-mixture 
are able to withstand temperatures in the range of 170 – 180 ºC. These temperatures represent the 
expected upper limit for a highly selective solar polymer collector with one layer of transparent plastic 
cover. Different methods for application of selective coatings have been successfully demonstrated. 

TISS paint coatings based on a polyurethane polymeric binder deposited on copper substrates was 
investigated to obtain information about their service life-time. The results of the vibrational band analysis 
were correlated with cross-cut tests, showing that the coatings started to loose integrity at 190 °C but 
protected the copper substrate against oxidation perfectly even at 200 °C (15 days). An accelerated test 
procedure confirmed that TISS coatings could be safely used in solar Collectors for at least 45 years. 
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Figure 5.2.2 

At the Polymer Competence Center Leoben GmbH a study project directing on the adaption of 
thermotropic layers for overheating protection of solar thermal collectors shall be produced. Several 
prototype-layers of thermotropic systems with fixed domains TSFD (i.e. additive embedded in are sin 
matrix) are prepared, which are analyzed as to morphological parameters and their light-shielding 
efficiency. The thermotropic layers show a hemispheric solar transmittance between 76 and 87% in clear 
state. Above the switching threshold the transmittance changes by 1 to 18% to values between 62 and 
85%. The layers display shifting temperatures between 40 and 80 °C and conversion temperature ranges 
between 10 and 25 K. 

 
Figure 5.2.3 

Lifetime forecast of plastics using accelerated aging data has continually been a major challenge. For the 
use of plastics as an absorber in solar thermal systems andduration time of approximately 20 years is 
required. According to the experiences with the solar thermal collector the wet load occurs up to 16000 
hours and under stagnation a dry load of up to 500 hours. In this study three selected polymers including a 
polyphenylene ether polystyrene blend (PPE+PS), which is currently used in the Solar thermal collector,a 
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polycarbonate (PC) and a polypropylene (PP) were investigated as to their aging behavior in hot air and 
hot water. Ultimate elongation data were chosen as the most sensitive indicator for aging. Hence, three 
different approaches were calculated based on the Arrhenius relationship to predict lifetimes. Due to the 
limitations of the various methods, only PC was investigated, considering a useful lifetime (i.e. decrease in 
ultimate elongation by 50 %) for the operation in water at 60 °C (see Fig.5.2.3) and in air at 110 °C. () 

6 Chapter five 

6.1 Real estate construction in Addis Ababa 

6.1.1 Introduction  

For the past five years, the double digit economic growth of Ethiopia would not be possible had the real 
estate not been growing fast, the real estate boom has covered much of the service growth in the 
economy. In Ethiopia, organized real estate as industry has no more than two decade age;   despite its 
short formation with many issues since its establishment, these days it has reached at a level more than any 
sector of infrastructure in a short history. Nevertheless, it has not yet been able to even scratch the surface 
of the enormous success on demand for housing in the capital city in particular. 

The City of Addis Ababa covers an area of 522 square kilometers (0.05 percent of the Ethiopian 
landmass) and is comprised, according to official statistics, of an estimated 3 million inhabitants. The city 
is sub-divided into ten sub-cities, each of which has an average population of around 300,000 people. 
Population densities vary considerably among the sub-cities, with Addis Ketema and Arada showing the 
most densely populated neighborhoods while Bole and Akaki Kality are the least densely populated 
sections of the city. 

 
Figure 6.1.1 Source: Addis Ababa City Administration (2009 estimates) 
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Data on investment registrations at the Ethiopia Investment Authority (EIA) show that real estate 
investment share significant rise which gives a measure of new investor intentions, based on this data; one 
can observe that there was particularly rapid growth in real estate related investment plans in 2004 and 
2005 following which investor interest declined during the years from 2006 until mid-2009. For the 
decade-long period, namely considering new investor intentions in 2001 versus that in 2009 (Birr 2.2 
billion versus Birr 17.6 billion), the annual average growth amounted to 49 percent. Deflated by average 
inflation during this period, this amounts to real growth of around 37 percent per year.  

In addition to the EIA data on investment registrations real estate investor license certificates granted by 
the Addis Ababa Investment Agency (AAIA), as a result, the growth in licenses granted has increased, 
from a level of 88 in the year 2005 to 160 in 2008, or an inferred annual average growth rate of 22 percent. 
Growth in real estate activity has likely been (in real terms) within the range of 14 to 22 per year. 

The increase of real estate boom has been driven by multiple elements. Primaryfactorsamong these have 
been: (i) overall economic growth; (ii) demographics; (iii) backlog of unsatisfied housing demand for long 
period of time (estimated at 456,000 housing units); (iv) improvement of infrastructures for city road  
(such as the construction of the Addis Ababa Ring Road and other major roadways, the improvement of 
numerous neighborhood roads, and the wider reach of electricity and water services to the edges of the 
city); and (v) tax and investment schemes, involving a broadening of investment areas, extended lease 
periods, and reduced income tax incentives. 

Currently there are four categories of new sectors of residential developments: (a) government-initiated 
condominium buildings; (b) residential neighborhoods initiated by developers; (c) owner-built housing 
dwellings; and (d) new home activity driven by housing cooperatives.  

A.) Government-built Condominiums: In astruggle to resolve the severe housing shortage obvious in 
Addis Ababa, the government has built more than 78,000 condominium units throughout the 
city. Currently about two-thirds of these units are finished and residents have already started 
living in the condominium, with the remaining still in need numerous kinds of finishing. More 
condominium units are going to be built every year for the next five years as part of GTP plan.   

B.) Residential housing by Real Estate Developers: Residential households and neighborhoods built 
by real estate developers are increasing common ever since the first large-scale development was 
initiated by the pioneer in this sector, namely Ayat Real Estate. At present, the dominant real 
estate developers for residential villa homes include: Ayat Real Estate, Sunshine Real Estate, 
Habitat New Flower Homes, Ropack International, Ambassador Real Estate, Trancon Real 
Estate, Gift Real Estate, Enyi Real Estate, Country Club Developers, Akakas Real Estate, Boran 
Real Estate, Flintstones Homes, and Zenebe Frew Real Estate. Many more are also operational, 
though with more limited activities. For apartment developments, some of the most active 
developers include Ayat, Sunshine, Access Real Estate, and Flintstones Homes.The developments 
of these private developers range from very luxurious, high-end communities that sell multi-
million Birr homes (e.g. Country Club Developers and Akakas Real Estate) to sellers of more 
moderately priced homes (such as those of Enyi Real Estate, Sunshine, and Access Real Estate). 

C.) Owner-built housing construction: Housing units built by owners were by far the most common 
type of new residences before the beginning of government-built condominiums and real estate 
developers in the past decade. Though relatively restricted now, this portion of the real estate 
market is still active in older, more established residential neighborhoods such as Bole or Old 
Airport. Owner-built residences are also common in some of the outlying neighborhoods that 
were initially promoted by real estate developers but have subsequently attracted individual home 
builders.  

D.) Home construction by Housing Cooperatives: Cooperative housing developments are mostly, 
organized by group of people that share a common firm or membership, have been a long-
standing feature of the residential real estate market going back to the days of the previous 
government. At the moment, the city administration has registered more than 500 housing 
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cooperatives. The minimum membership in housing cooperative is 14 while the maximum 
number is 24. A good number of these cooperatives members are in the middle-income group, 
typically based on employer. Many cooperatives have already finalized the construction of their 
group homes, but many more are still on waiting lists for land allocations and this segment of the 
market will thus continue to be significant share of the overall real estate market in the years 
ahead.  

The price review throughout the country shows some astonishing results. In particular, prices at the high 
end of the Addis Ababa real estate market are almost comparable to those seen in countries such as 
Nigeria, Botswana, and South Africa, the average sale price in the mentioned African countries are 
$1,000,000 in the main cities as compared to about $800,000 in Addis Ababa. At the middle-range of the 
market, where prices in Addis Ababa average $250,000, observing the local prices are comparable to those 
found in Nairobi, but far lower than those of homes in Accra, Dares Salaam, and Kampala. In comparing 
rental prices, the middle and lower-end of the market, rents in Addis Ababa are lower than nearly all of 
the above-mentioned cities. Amusingly, however, we find that Addis Ababa‘s rental prices for large homes 
actually match or exceed similar rental properties in other African cities such as Johannesburg, Abuja, 
Dares Salaam and Kampala. It is believe this reflects the unusually high concentration of international 
organizations, foreign embassies, agencies, and NGOs that provides a high level of demand for higher-
end properties. 

 
Figure 6.1.2 Sale prices in different areas for small houses  
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Figure 6.1.3 Sale prices in different areas for medium size houses 

6.1.2 Future Challenges  

If regulatory environment and policy are not changed from its current producer, the sector of real estate 
will face a variety of challenges.in Ethiopia, city land is a property of the state which can be possessed only 
via lease basis. Eelier there were holdings as a merit for those who had been in service in military and 
cooperative before a new law proclaimed. The existing land lease system practiced now for over a decade 
has permitted for several new real estate developments but has also been related with different problems 
including a high land lease price that is often beyond the reach of many potential buyers; administrative 
and bureaucratic problems are the most problematic issue in the process of acquiring land due delays in 
already allotted lands. The problem is not only from the government office but also from real estate 
developers. Due to construction boom, the supply of construction material and cost become hindrance in 
the real estate sector. In fact the construction and related material production sectors are not well 
developed in the Ethiopia which has created severe shortages of some key construction sector inputs in 
recent years, like cement and steel bars. However the increasing capacity of cement and steel bar would be 
improved with new factories of cementand steel, the market should be organized in a way the supply and 
demand of the materials are the regulating means of the material market. Problems are also intensified by 
the lack of advanced organization and management between the city/sub-city administration and 
infrastructure providers (e.g. electricity/water suppliers), generating unnecessary costs and delays in the 
real estate sector. Lack of finance, particularly long-term finance, is anextensive constraint common 
challenge in the private business in Ethiopia including the real estate sector.As a result insufficient finance 
may be particularly more marked in the real estate sector, though; the impact is on both sellers and buyers. 
In the existing financial situation, both project finance (for developers) and long-term mortgages (for 
buyers) remain rare, suggesting that most real estate developers are forced to become self-financed, and 
while most house buyers are also tend to pay full purchase of their homes or apartments. 

Market studies of the sector in the past decade have been suggesting that the market was focusing on the 
high end market which most of the customers are rich people and diaspora buyers. Comments from real 
estate developers the buyer interest is reducing for the section market of succeeding large scale 
developments of higher end homes which the diaspora buyer’sdemand is saturating. On the contrary, 
there is significant unsatisfied demand for the less expensive houses that can be afforded by professionals 
and middle-income households. To the degree that quantity can be extended for homes in the price range 
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of say Birr 400,000 to Birr 1,000,000, the unsatisfied demand is remarkably high according to our review 
of the market, principally if the financing to facilitate such purchases is also available. 

6.1.3 Predictions  

According the data given on review of the sector, it is possible to projectthe forecast on the real estate 
sector. Apossiblycrucial change in the administration of land in Addis Ababa might soon modify the real 
estate sector in a very positive direction, if the price system of lease of land become steady and reasonable, 
the sign of improvement from the City Administration has already started to appear to simplify and 
exploit the investment in a sustainable approach. Concerning the already issued instruction, the City 
Administration has now permitted for the use of discussionsrather than just salesin the distribution of 
leased land; and accordingly the rate of lease should not to exceed Birr 4,500 per square meter. The City 
Administration is introducing mechanisms that permit partly completed houses shale be sold or 
transferred, abandoning a prior instruction that had forbidden sales and transfers of houses. 

Addis Ababa‘s massivegrowth in recent years has mainly been horizontal, but it is evident that both policy 
and business desire converging to a new period of vertical extension. The vertical extensionwould be 
encouraged from a policy view by a City Administration excited to inspire mixed-use, high-density growth 
as part of its advancement and stimulating of undeveloped city center locations. As a result from business 
viewpoint, developers will be enthusiastic to exploit the substantial cost savings offered by vertical 
expansion.  

Parallel to the anticipation of vertical expansion, apartment developments, from both public and private, 
will be increasingly common. The government large scale project on condominium has major role both in 
quantity and solving the housing problem for low income population of the city. Although the private 
apartment developments are estimated to be much more diverse in their directed market segment than 
those of the government which are likely to continue their original objective of addressing the housing 
needs of mainly lower income. That is, the private developments aiming a market segment that starts with 
middle-income households but also outfits to buyers looking for very high-end, exclusive, and luxurious 
apartment houses. 

Generally, the sector forecast is largelypositive;nonetheless this is slightlyuncertain on some main 
challenges (i.e., land distribution and bankrolling) being addressed through policy and regulatory 
improvement. There is probability that there will be price reduction for residential houses and commercial 
office.(At most a 10-15 percent price drop).() 

7 Chapter six 

7.1 Design of the PVT polymer solar collector for selected 
houses in Addis Ababa 

7.1.1 Introduction  

Addis Ababa’s real estate house construction is most promising potential for application of PVT. As most 
new real construction are constructed in exterior areas of the city which the infrastructure is limited to 
central parts of the city, The process of energy delivery service for new houses or villages may not be 
immediately supplied from grid connections, and hence it takes time to put the infrastructure in place for 
those exterior real estate houses and PVT application would be fast and easy energy delivery service which 
the real estate construction owners should prefer it. People who buy the houses would also be happy to 
have a sustainable energy service with more secure means from any black out of grid supply that may 
occur in the energy service of the country. Households with hot water service would be more comfortable 
for living hood than houses which do not have service for hot water as means of heating the water and 
energy consumption are sometime costly. Less hot water heater equipment requirements and expense for 
maintenance and operation would make the PVT application more attractive. Scaling problem of water 
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heater is most common for electrical heater which the tolerance for salt content of water is not with the 
limit of treated water supply from main treatment plants. The PVT design is mainly depend on the 
radiation of the sun available for Addis Ababa. 

Electrical and thermal generating systems are the two desired aftermaths of the PVT design which each of 
them are designed to have their own sub system accessories in order to control and continue the supply of 
both electrical and thermal. The electrical generation part design starts with load estimation from the 
annex provided after the available radiation and orientation of the PVT is determined. And thermal load 
will be estimated form specific houses consumption of hot water and accordingly the thermal generation 
is designed to satisfy the demand. The radiation data is collected from TRANSIS simulation for Addis 
Ababa, and the orientation of the system is made to optimize the energy collection. 

Understanding of the sun’s path through the sky is basic to analyze the solar radiation falling on a surface; 
the solar energy can be collected by proper orientation of solar collectors,and the placement of collectors 
to avoid shading that influence the amount of energy that can be collected. The rotation of the earth 
around its axis and sun makes light radiation available for specific time and duration with variable amount 
though out the year. Solar incidence angle and the amount of solar energy received also vary for fixed and 
tracking surface on which the system is designed. Solar energy availability is a key factor for the whole 
solar energysystem design. Therefore, the general weather of Addis Ababa is required for calculation of 
solar energy amount on selected approach. 

This is usually presented as a typical meteorological year (TMY) sorted as input data file, which is 
described in for of table below. Data base of weather from TRANSIS software for Addis Ababa is 
extracted for one year duration is also known as the test reference year (TRY) or Typical metrological year 
(TMY) is a data set of hourly values of solar radiation and metrological elements. It contains value of solar 
irradiation (direct and diffused), ambient temperature, relative humidity and wind speed and direction for 
all hours of the year.  
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Figure 7.1.1 

7.1.2 Solar radiation and orientation  

The location of Addis Ababa is 9 2’N of the Latitude and 38 42’ E Longitude. And with the sort of data 
above given in the table, the yearly radiation is analyzed with more specific parameters that determine the 
average daily irradiation of tilted surface. The basic consideration parameters are discussed below for the 
calculation steps of the tilted surface of selected slope of the PVT collector.  
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7.1.3 Declinationδ 

The axis which rotates on itself earth rotation axis (polar axis) is inclined by 23,450 from the ecliptic axis; 
the ecliptic axis is perpendicular to the ecliptic plain which contains the orbit of earth around the sun. This 
angle varies throughout the year and called variation of the solar declination, it is dependent on the day 
number of year. Whenthe earth rotates around the sun it appears as if the polar axis is moving relative the 
sun. The solar declination is the angular distance of the sun’s rays north (or south) of the equator, north 
declination considered as positive. It is the angle between the sun-earth center line and the projection of 
this line on the equatorial plane. Declinations north of the equator (summer in the Northern Hemisphere) 
are positive, and those south are negative. These four seasons make the sun position to be at north, south 
and at the equator and results the day length to vary throughout the year. On June 21 the sun’s position 
with respect to is located at the northern hemisphere which the day time is longer for the north while 
short for the south. This is the summer solstice. After six months on December 21, the sun’s position 
with respect to earth shifts to the southern hemisphere, opposite to the former it will be winter solstice. In 
mean time, we have equal day and night length on March 21 and September 21 which is known as spring 
and autumn equinoxes respectively. As a result we have the declination during the equinoxes and the 
solstices, the declination ranges from 0 ° at the spring equinox to 23.45° at the summer solstice, 0 ° at the 
autumn equinox, and and-23.45 °at the winter solstice. 

 
Figure 7.3.1 

When the earth rotates around sun throughout the year the angular distance of the sun’s rays north of the 
equator (or south of the equator) varies with the range of the -23, 45 and +23, 45. For the north 
hemisphere, Declination angle is positive in the summer and negative in the winter. And the south 
hemisphere is opposite to the north.  

                                                    (7.1) 
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Month 
Day Number 

Average day of the month 

Date N δ(degree) 

January i 17 17 -20.90 

February 17+i 16 45 -12.95 

March 59+i 16 75 -2.42 

April  90+i 15 105 9.41 

May 120+i 15 135 18.79 

June 151+i 11 162 23.09 

July 181+i 17 198 21.18 

August 212+i 16 228 13.45 

September 243+i 15 258 2.22 

October 273+i 15 288 -9.60 

November 304+i 14 318 -18.91 

December 344+i 10 344 -23.05 

 

Figure 7.3.2 

 

 
Figure 7.3.3 
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The solar declination in rad is calculated as follows 

7.1.4 The Hour angel, ω 

It is an angle defined as the angle between the plane of the meridian containing the point of interest and 
the meridian that touches the earth-sun center line.  The hour angle at local solar noon is zero. 

                                                                  (7.2) 

LST = 12- ET± 4(SL - LL) – DS(7.3) 

Where  

LST = local standard time  

ET = Equation of time  

SL = Standard longitude  

LL = Local longitude 

DS = Day light saving (it is either 0 or 60 min) 

ET = 9,87 Sin (2B) -7,53cos(B)-1,5sin(B) 

                                                                     (7.4) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7.4.1 

7.1.5 Solar altitude, α 

It is the angle, as in the figure, between the sun’s ray and horizontal plane, it is acute angle related with 
solar Zenith angle, φ which is between sun’s ray and vertical line. 

                                                                                            (7.5) 

                        (7.6) 

Solar azimuth angle, Z,  
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As can be shown in the figure the angle between the south north axis and sun’s ray projection in the 
ground (horizontal plain), the angle measured due south for northern hemisphere facing to the south or 
due north for southern hemisphere facing to north. 

                                                                                 (7.7) 

7.1.6 Day length  

The time when the sun light rises and sets, the sun is said to be raised and set when the solar altitude is 
zero. 

                                    (7.8) 

                                                                              (7.9) 

                                                                       (7.10) 

                                                (7.11) 

For fixed collectors, a surface tilt is recommended with some angle to increase the amount of radiation 
intercepted and reduce reflection and cosine losses.As intensity of the radiation is strong dependent upon 
the orientation of the surface, optimum surface tilt is achieved to collect optimum energy from the 
surface; the tilt from the horizontal is suggested within the geographical latitude. Hence the tilt shall be 
90from the horizontal, as Addis Ababa is with Latitude = 9 2’N and Longitude = 38 42’ E. 

7.1.7 Solar incidence angle, ϴ 

It is angle between the sun’s ray and the normal on the surface, for horizontal surface, the solar incidence 
angle (ϴ) is equal with the solar azimuth angle (φ).  

 

                                  (7.12) 

HenceZs = 0 for South facing Surface 

The formula will be shortened as follows 

                                                                (7.13) 

Typical metrological year 

The metrological data has been taken for one year duration from TRANSIS extracting the entire data 
hourly basis. And the  

Total radiation on tilted surface  
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Figure 7.7.1 

 

(7.14) 

 

GBt=Beam radiation on tilted surface  

GDt=Diffused radiation on tilted surface  

GGt

 = Ground reflectance (0, 2) 

 = Ground reflectance radiation on tilted surface  

 

GB= Beam radiation on horizontal  

GD= Diffused radiation on horizontal  

(7.15) 

 

                                                                                                          (7.16) 

 

                                                                                           (7.17) 

                                                                           (7.18) 

 

                                      (7.19) 

Data base of weather from TRANSIS software for Addis Ababa is extracted for one year duration is 
known as the test reference year (TRY) or Typical metrological year (TMY) is a data set of hourly values 
of solar radiation and metrological elements. It contains value of solar irradiation (direct and diffused), 
ambient temperature, relative humidity and wind speed and direction for all hours of the year 
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The hourly radiation of one year is shown below from TRANSYS generated data. 

 
Figure 7.7.2 

 Jan.  Feb. Mar. April May June July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 

horizontal 6.12 6.52 6.44 6.38 6.31 5.75 5.06 5.1 5.76 6.33 6.25 6.06 
 

6,52 6,44 6,38 6,31 5,75 5,06 5,1 5,76 6,33 6,25 6,06 

Optimum 
tilted 90 
from 
TRANSIS 

6,10 6,64 6,11 5,74 5,66 4,95 4,05 4,24 4,99 6,30 6,85 6,14 

Optimum 
tilted 90 
from 
online 
collector  

 7,18 7,11 6,43 6,08 6,32 5,87 5,08 4,95 5,56 6,68 7,19 7,27 

 

Figure 7.7.3 
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Figure 7.7.4 

7.1.8 Methodology 

Design of PV size  

The panel size should be determined from the demand of the buildings. The size of the PV-thermal 
collector panel size and its number should suit the available roof area of the buildings of the real estate 
residence. The electricity load must be reviewed from the company construction plan design and data. The 
thermal load can also be fixed from the house type. In general both the electrical and thermal load 
determines the size of the PV-t panel and its amount.Although there are quite many real east companies 
engaged in construction of the residence buildings, the construction size and type of the 
residencebuildings are more or less equivalent. Hence sample of houses are taken for the study from one 
real estate company which its data was found easily accessible. The data which contains description of the 
house and civil drawings are taken as input for estimating the electrical load and thermal of hot water 
demand. Gift real estate is one of real estate companies which have engaged in real estate construction and 
all required data is accessible. The residence houses are classified in three categories as Apartment for 
different number of families, town house and villas. 

The data below is taken from Gift real estate Plc, and which the company is constructing thus three house 
types at three sites in three phases. The demand for electrical energy is analyzed with the size and type of 
the house. Each room will have bulb light with certain basic electrical appliance for the house hold 
according to the house type. 

The table below lists the load of the residence counting number of room lighting with 11W capacity and 
assumption of various electrical appliances would exist in the residence within adequate service hours.  

In addition to the 11w capacity lighting blub, the following electrical appliances are assumed to exist in the 
residence. 

Refrigeration 200W 

Oven 300 

Stove 500 

TV 100W  

Computer/charger 25W 

DVD/ Audioplayer 50W 
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S/
N House type electrical 

appliance 

Cap
acit
y in 
(w) 

Num
ber of 
applia
nce 

Duratio
n of 
service 
(hours/
day) 

Night 
time 
load 
(kwh/d
ay) 

type 
power 

Daily 
load 
Kwh/da
y 

Yearly 
load 
(Kwh/y
ear) 

Total 
building  
daily load 
(kwh/day
) 

1 Apartment 
with 15 
family  

         

 1st floor Bulb 11 8 6 0,528 AC 0,528 192,72  

  Refrigerator  200 3 12 7,20 AC 7,2 2628  

  Oven 300 3 0,5 0,45 AC 0,45 164,25  

  Stove 500 3 3 4,50 AC 4,5 1642,5  

  TV 100 3 6 1,80 AC 1,8 657  

  DVD/player 25 3 3 0,23 AC 0,225 82,125  

  Computer/ch
arger 50 3 4 0,60 AC 0,6 219  

   
      

5585,595  

 

total 
number of 
house 

3         

 2nd floor  Bulb 11 9 6 0,594 AC 0,594 216,81  

  Refrigerator 200 4 12 9,60 AC 9,6 3504  

  Oven 300 3 0,5 0,45 AC 0,45 164,25  

  Stove 500 3 3 4,50 AC 4,5 1642,5  

  TV 100 4 6 2,40 AC 2,4 876  

  DVD/player 50 4 3 0,30 AC 0,3 109,5  

  Computer/ch
arger 25 4 4 0,80 AC 0,8 292  

   
      

6805,06  

 total 
number of 
house 

4         

 3rd floor  Bulb 11 9 6 0,594 AC 0,594 216,81  

  Refrigerator 200 4 12 9,60 AC 9,6 3504  

  Oven 300 3 0,5 0,30 AC 0,3 109,5  

  Stove 500 3 3 3,00 AC 3 1095  

  TV 100 4 6 2,40 AC 2,4 876  

  DVD/player 50 4 3 0,30 AC 0,3 109,5  
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  Computer/ch
arger 25 4 4 0,80 AC 0,8 292  

   
      

6202,81  

 

total 
number of 
house 

4 
        

 4th floor  Bulb 11 9 6 0,594 AC 0,594 216,81  

  Refrigerator 200 4 12 9,60 AC 9,6 3504  

  Oven 300 3 0,5 0,45 AC 0,45 164,25  

  Stove 500 3 3 4,50 AC 4,5 1642,5  

  TV 100 4 6 2,40 AC 2,4 876  

  DVD/player 50 4 3 0,30 AC 0,3 109,5  

  Computer/ch
arger 25 4 4 0,80 AC 0,8 292  

   
      

6805,06  

 total 
number of 
house 

4 
        

 

Building 
total 
number of 
house 

15 
       

54,282 

2 
Apartment 
with 26 
family  

         

 Ground Bulb 11 10 6 0,66 AC 0,66 240,9  

   Refrigeration 200 6 12 14,40 AC 14,4 5256  

  Oven 300 2 0,5 0,30 AC 0,3 109,5  

  Stove 500 2 3 3,00 AC 3 1095  

  TV 100 6 6 3,60 AC 3,6 1314  

  DVD/player 50 6 3 0,45 AC 0,45 164,25  

  Computer/ch
arger 25 6 4 1,20 AC 1,2 438  

         8617,65  

 total 
number of 
house 

6       
  

 1st floor Bulb 11 12 6 0,792 AC 0,792 289,08  

  Refrigerator 200 6 12 14,40 AC 14,4 5256  
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  Oven 300 6 0,5 0,90 AC 0,9 328,5  

  Stove 500 6 3 9,00 AC 9 3285  

  TV 100 6 6 3,60 AC 3,6 1314  

  DVD/player 50 6 3 0,45 AC 0,45 164,25  

  Computer/ch
arger 25 6 4 1,20 AC 1,2 438  

   
      

11074,83  

 total 
number of 
house 

6       
 

 

 2nd floor  Bulb 11 12 6 0,792 AC 0,792 289,08  

  Refrigerator 200 6 12 14,40 AC 14,4 5256  

  Oven 300 6 0,5 0,90 AC 0,9 328,5  

  Stove 500 6 3 9,00 AC 9 3285  

  TV 100 6 6 3,60 AC 3,6 1314  

  DVD/player 50 6 3 0,45 AC 0,45 164,25  

  Computer/ch
arger 25 6 4 1,20 AC 1,2 438  

   
      

11074,83  

 total 
number of 
house 

6 
        

 3rd floor  Bulb 11 14 6 0,924 AC 0,924 337,26  

  Refrigerator 200 4 12 9,60 AC 9,6 3504  

  Oven 300 4 0,5 0,60 AC 0,6 219  

  Stove 500 4 3 6,00 AC 6 2190  

  TV 100 4 6 2,40 AC 2,4 876  

  DVD/player 50 4 3 0,30 AC 0,3 109,5  

  Computer/ch
arger 25 4 4 0,80 AC 0,8 292  

   
      

7527,76  

 total 
number of 
house 

4       
 

 

 4th  floor  Bulb 11 14 6 0,924 AC 0,924 337,26  

  Refrigerator 200 4 12 9,60 AC 9,6 3504  

  Oven 300 4 0,5 0,60 AC 0,6 219  
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  Stove 500 4 3 6,00 AC 6 2190  

  TV 100 4 6 2,40 AC 2,4 876  

  DVD/player 50 4 3 0,30 AC 0,3 109,5  

  Computer/ch
arger 25 4 4 0,80 AC 0,8 292  

   
      

7527,76  

 

total 
number of 
house 

4         

 Building 
total 
number of 
house 

26 

       

125,54 

3 
Apartment 
with 26 
family  

         

 Ground Bulb 11 8 6 0,528 AC 0,528 192,72  

  Refrigerator 200 5 12 12,00 AC 12 4380  

  Oven 300 1 0,5 0,15 AC 0,15 54,75  

  Stove 500 1 3 1,50 AC 1,5 547,5  

  TV 100 5 6 3,00 AC 3 1095  

  DVD/player 50 5 3 0,38 AC 0,375 136,875  

  Computer/ch
arger 25 5 4 1,00 AC 1 365  

         6771,845  

 
total 
number of 
house 

5         

 1st floor Bulb 11 5 6 0,66 AC 0,66 240,9  

  Refrigerator 200 1 12 12,00 AC 12 4380  

  Oven 300 1 0,5 0,45 AC 0,45 164,25  

  Stove 500 1 3 4,50 AC 4,5 1642,5  

  TV 100 1 6 3,00 AC 3 1095  

  DVD/player 50 1 3 0,38 AC 0,375 136,875  

  Computer/ch
arger 

25 1 4 1,00 AC 1 365  

      
   

8024,525  

 total 
number of 

5 
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house 

 2nd floor  Bulb 11 10 6 0,66 AC 0,66 240,9  

  Refrigerator 200 5 12 12,00 AC 12 4380  

  Oven 300 3 0,5 0,45 AC 0,45 164,25  

  Stove 500 3 3 4,50 AC 4,5 1642,5  

  TV 100 5 6 3,00 AC 3 1095  

  DVD/player 50 5 3 0,38 AC 0,375 136,875  

  Computer/ch
arger 25 5 4 1,00 AC 1 365  

   
      

8024,525  

 

total 
number of 
house 

5       
  

 3rd floor Bulb 11 8 6 0,528 AC 0,528 192,72  

  Refrigerator 200 4 12 9,60 AC 9,6 3504  

  Oven 300 2 0,5 0,30 AC 0,3 109,5  

  Stove 500 2 3 3,00 AC 3 1095  

  TV 100 4 6 2,40 AC 2,4 876  

  DVD/player 50 4 3 0,30 AC 0,3 109,5  

  Computer/ch
arger 25 4 4 0,80 AC 0,8 292  

   
      

6178,72  

 total 
number of 
house 

4 
        

 4th floor Bulb 11 10 6 0,66 AC 0,66 240,9  

  Refrigerator 200 5 12 12,00 AC 12 4380  

  Oven 300 3 0,5 0,45 AC 0,45 164,25  

  Stove 500 3 3 4,50 AC 4,5 1642,5  

  TV 100 5 6 3,00 AC 3 1095  

  DVD/player 50 5 3 0,38 AC 0,375 136,875  

  Computer/ch
arger 25 5 4 1,00 AC 1 365  

   
      

8024,525  

 total 
number of 
house 

5 
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 Building 
total 
number of 
house 

26 

       

101,44 

4 Town-BO          

  Bulb 11 16 6 AC 1,056 385,44 AC  

  Refrigerator 200 1 24 AC 4,8 1752 AC  

  Oven 300 1 0,6 AC 0,18 65,7 AC  

  Stove 500 1 3 AC 1,5 547,5 AC  

  TV 100 2 6 AC 1,2 438 AC  

  DVD/player 50 2 3 AC 0,15 54,75 AC  

  Computer/ch
arger 

25 1 4 AC 0,2 73 AC  

      
  

3316,39 
 

9,086 

5 Town (TH 
B2) 

         

  Bulb 11 22 6 1,452 AC 1,452 529,98  

  Refrigerator 200 1 24 4,8 AC 4,8 1752  

  Oven 300 1 0,6 0,18 AC 0,18 65,7  

  Stove 500 1 3 1,5 AC 1,5 547,5  

  TV 100 2 6 1,2 AC 1,2 438  

  DVD/player 50 2 3 0,15 AC 0,15 54,75  

  Computer/ch
arger 

25 1 4 0,2 AC 0,2 73  

      
   

3460,93 9,482 

6 Town (TH 
B1) 

         

   Bulb 11 16 6 1,056 AC 1,056 385,44  

  Refrigerator 200 1 24 4,8 AC 4,8 1752  

  Oven 300 1 0,6 0,18 AC 0,18 65,7  

  Stove 500 1 3 1,5 AC 1,5 547,5  

  TV 100 2 6 1,2 AC 1,2 438  

  DVD/player 50 2 3 0,15 AC 0,15 54,75  

  Computer/ch
arger 

25 1 4 0,2 AC 0,2 73  

      
   

3316,39 9,086 

7 Villa (250          
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B1) 

   Bulb 11 16 6 1,056 AC 1,056 385,44  

  Refrigerator 200 1 24 4,8 AC 4,8 1752  

  Oven 300 1 0,6 0,18 AC 0,18 65,7  

  Stove 500 1 3 1,5 AC 1,5 547,5  

  TV 100 2 6 1,2 AC 1,2 438  

  DVD/player 50 2 3 0,15 AC 0,15 54,75  

  Computer/ch
arger 

25 1 4 0,2 AC 0,2 73  

      
   

3316,39 9,086 

8 Villa (300-
AB) 

         

   Bulb 11 26 6 1,716 AC 1,716 626,34  

  Refrigerator 200 1 24 4,8 AC 4,8 1752  

  Oven 300 1 0,6 0,18 AC 0,18 65,7  

  Stove 500 1 3 1,5 AC 1,5 547,5  

  TV 100 2 6 1,2 AC 1,2 438  

  DVD/player 50 2 3 0,15 AC 0,15 54,75  

  Computer/ch
arger 

25 1 4 0,2 AC 0,2 73  

      
   

3557,29 9,746 

9 Villa (250 
B2) 

         

   Bulb 11 26 6 1,716 AC 1,716 626,34  

  Refrigerator 200 1 24 4,8 AC 4,8 1752  

  Oven 300 1 0,6 0,18 AC 0,18 65,7  

  Stove 500 1 3 1,5 AC 1,5 547,5  

  TV 100 2 6 1,2 AC 1,2 438  

  DVD/player 50 2 3 0,15 AC 0,15 54,75  

  Computer/ch
arger 

25 1 4 0,2 AC 0,2 73  

      
   

3557,29 9,746 

10 Villa (250 
AB) 

         

   Bulb 11 26 6 1,452 AC 1,452 529,98  

  Refrigerator 200 1 24 4,8 AC 4,8 1752  
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Figure 7.8.1 

 

Taking the above electrical demand estimation of the residences above, the actual electrical on the PV 
panel need to be calculated, with assumption of loses in the components of inventor, battery and 
distribution line. 

                                                                                             (7.20) 

  = Electricity energy in the PV (wh) 

  Oven 300 1 0,6 0,18 AC 0,18 65,7  

  Stove 500 1 3 1,5 AC 1,5 547,5  

  TV 100 2 6 1,2 AC 1,2 438  

  DVD/player 50 2 3 0,15 AC 0,15 54,75  

  Computer/ch
arger 

25 1 4 0,2 AC 0,2 73  

         3460,93 9,482 

11 Villa (320-
AB) 

         

   Bulb 11 22 6 1,452 AC 1,452 529,98  

  Refrigerator 200 1 24 4,8 AC 4,8 1752  

  Oven 300 1 0,6 0,18 AC 0,18 65,7  

  Stove 500 1 3 1,5 AC 1,5 547,5  

  TV 100 2 6 1,2 AC 1,2 438  

  DVD/player 50 2 3 0,15 AC 0,15 54,75  

  Computer/ch
arger 

25 1 4 0,2 AC 0,2 73  

      
   

3460,93 9,482 

12 Villa (350 
B1) 

         

  Bulb 11 26 6 1,716 AC 1,716 626,34  

  Refrigerator 200 1 24 4,8 AC 4,8 1752  

  Oven 300 1 0,6 0,18 AC 0,18 65,7  

  Stove 500 1 3 1,5 AC 1,5 547,5  

  TV 100 2 6 1,2 AC 1,2 438  

  DVD/player 50 2 3 0,15 AC 0,15 54,75  

  Computer/ch
arger 

25 1 4 0,2 AC 0,2 73  

      
   

3557,29 9,746 
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  = Electricity energy load demand (wh) 

  = Electricity efficiency of battery (-) 

  = Electricity efficiency of inverter (-) 

  = Electricity efficiency of distribution (-) 

 

S/N House Type Electricity energy load 
demand EA(Kwh/day) 

Electricity energy in the 
PV Epv(Kwh/day ) 

Available Roof Area 
(m2) 

1. Apartment with 15 
family 54,282 70,542 405,2 

2. Apartment with 26 
family 125,54 163,15 575,42 

3. Apartment with 26 
family 101,44 131,82 428,5 

4. Town-BO 9,086 11,81 81,0 

5. Town (TH B2) 9,482 12,32 77,0 

6. Town (TH B1) 9,086 11,81 83,0 

7. Villa (250-B1) 9,086 11,81 126,55 

8. Villa (300-AB) 9,746 12,67 85,0 

9. Villa (250 B2) 9,746 12,67 126,5 

10. Villa (250-AB) 9,482 12,32 109,85 

11. Villa (320-AB) 9,482 12,32 126,55 

12. Villa (250-AB) 9,746 12,67 118,46 

 

Figure 7.8.2 

N.B the efficiency in the above are assumed as ηdis =0, 95, ηinv =0,9andηBatt = 0,9 

The panel is taken from already determined sizes of panel 0,8547m2 with panel power 72,9W. The panel is 
tested and available panel at KTH lab.However the panel sized should be determined with optimizing the 
size with module power and efficiency using the equation below,  

                                                                                                                 (7.21) 

 = Electricity energy in the PV (wh) 

A = Area collector (m2) 

= Efficiency of the PV (-) 

 = Monthly average value irradiation (wh/m2/day) 

N.B the area of a panel size is taken from already tested panel size which its module area is 0,8547m2

                                                                                         (7.22) 

 with 
efficiency 8, 53 % with specified power, current and voltage. 
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                                                                                         (7.23) 

Taking the size and panel power from the available tested data, the number of panel and over all area of 
the roof which shall be used to full fill the electricity demand of the house is needed to be determined 
with the following equation and check with the area of the roof available. 

  = Electricity energy load demand (kwh/day) 

S/
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1. Apartment with 
15 family 70,542 5,65 0,0853 147,0084 172 275,63 

2. Apartment with 
26 family 163,15 5,65 0,0853 340,1706 398 169,16 

3. Apartment with 
26 family 131,82 5,65 0,0853 275,2134 322 155,67 

4. Town-BO 11,81 5,65 0,0853 25,641 30 315,90 

5. Town (TH B2) 12,32 5,65 0,0853 25,641 30 300,30 

6. Town (TH B1) 11,81 5,65 0,0853 25,641 30 323,70 

7. Villa (250-B1) 11,81 5,65 0,0853 25,641 30 493,35 

8. Villa (300-AB) 12,67 5,65 0,0853 27,3504 32 310,78 

9. Villa (250 B2) 12,67 5,65 0,0853 27,3504 32 462,52 

10. Villa (250-AB) 12,32 5,65 0,0853 25,641 30 428,42 

11. Villa (320-AB) 12,32 5,65 0,0853 25,641 30 494,72 

12. Villa (250-AB) 12,67 5,65 0,0853 27,3504 32 433,27 

 

Figure 7.8.3 

Since the power output from a PV of 0,8547m2 is 72,9w the number of panel required to the some 
apartment is larger than the available area so other means should be sought to full fill the demand. 

Tested data of panel 

The power  

For a given solar cell or module power shall be measured under internationally specified standard test 
condition (STC), and it has the following parameter  

Radiation intensity = 1000w/m2 

Temperature of solar cell = 250C 

Air mass = 1,5AM 

At standard thermal condition STC 
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ISC = 4,639A 

VOC = 21,57V 

IMP = 4,264A 

VMP = 17,10V 

PMP = 72,9W 

Cell efficiency = 10, 1% 

Module efficiency = 8, 53 

F.F = 0,729 

Cell area = 0,01m2 

Module Area = 0,8547m2 

Resistance = 10mΩ/cell  

Current temp. Coefficient = 10 microA/cm2/oC 

Voltage temp.coffi. = -2,10mVCell/0C 

Number of cells = 72 

All cells are connected in in series  

VM = 12V 

Model developed below by (E.Lorenz 1994) suggested an implicit function of the module current. 

                                                                        (7.24) 

The cells with in a module are connected in series. 

NSM = number cells in series  

NPM = number cells in series  

VocM = Open circuit voltage of the module 

ISCM = Short circuit current of the module  

Vocc= Open circuit voltage of a cell  

ISCc = Short circuit current of a cell 

RSC = Resistance of the cell 

RSM  = Resistance of the module 

IM = Module current 

VM = Module voltage  

                                                                                                   (7.25) 

                                                                                                 (7.26) 

                                                                                                      (7.27) 

 In the semiconductor of a single solar cell, given by  
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                                                                                                              (7.28) 
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1. Apartment with 
15 family 70,542 2939,25 172 4 43 48 61,23 

2. Apartment with 
26 family 163,15 6797,92 398 4 100 48 141,62 

3. Apartment with 
26 family 131,82 5492,50 322 4 81 48 114,42 

4. Town-BO 11,81 492,08 30 1 30 12 41,01 

5. Town (TH B2) 12,32 513,33 30 1 30 12 42,78 

6. Town (TH B1) 11,81 492,08 30 1 30 12 41,01 

7. Villa (250-B1) 11,81 492,08 30 1 30 12 41,01 

8. Villa (300-AB) 12,67 527,92 32 1 32 12 43,99 

9. Villa (250 B2) 12,67 527,92 32 1 32 12 43,99 

10. Villa (250-AB) 12,32 513,33 30 1 30 12 42,78 

11. Villa (320-AB) 12,32 513,33 30 1 30 12 42,78 

12. Villa (250-AB) 12,67 527,92 32 1 32 12 43,99 

 

Figure 7.8.2 

7.1.9 Components of the system 

The components of the whole system consists the PVT panel as most main component in which two PV 
lays on single polymer absorber. In addition to the system encompass all components as shown below in 
the figure. 
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Figure 7.9.1 

 

7.1.10 Charger controller 

A charge controller is a charge regulator or battery regulator which limits the rate of electric current is 
added to or drawn from a battery and thereby regulates the power from PV module. The controller type 
could be shunt or series. To prevent over discharge of batteries, the controller should function as low 
voltage cut off. Selection should be made with correct capacity and required features (ASHRAE, 2004).  

Usually, the controller is situated after the PV and before the battery that determines operating voltage of 
the PV. But the battery voltage may not be the optimum PV operating voltage. In order the PV to operate 
with maximum power point, the controller can optimize the operating voltage of the PV modules without 
help of the battery voltage. And the power system should include a controller and a control approach, 
which illustrate the interactions between its components. It is must to use charger controller whenever 
batteries are employed as a storage medium.  

Thepowercharging management to battery from the PV system and to the load can be well treated 
through the controller with suitable maximum and minimum battery voltage values. The following two 
main operation modes of controllers are widely known:- 

1. Normal operating condition, where the battery voltage fluctuatesbetweenthe acceptable maximum and 
minimum values. 

2. Overcharge or over-discharge condition that occurs when the battery voltage reaches a critical value. 
The later mode of operation is acquired by using a switch with a hysteresis cycle withelectromechanical or 
solid-state devices. Above a certain threshold, Vmax, off, the terminal voltage increases and the batteries 
are protected from excessive charges by suspending of the PV array when current required by the load is 
below the current supplied by the PV array.  The PV array will be connected again after the thermal 
voltage reduces below certain value, Vmax, on (Hansen et al., 2000).Likewise when the current required by 
the load is larger than the current produced by the PV array, to protect the battery against excessive 
discharge, the load is cut off whenever the terminal voltage falls below powered device, or battery 
recharge. The controller may also monitor the battery temperature to prevent overcharging.  

7.1.11 Battery  

Since the electrical appliances may not be used in a day time when the radiation is active andtheelectrical 
power may be used in the night time. Hence the batteries are essential as a means of power storage to 
provide smooth and continuous power demand. The battery size and type are most key factors for 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electric_current�
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selection batteries for solar energy. The size of batteries depends on the load and availability parameter. 
Although battery types of lead-acid, nickel cadmium, nickel hydride, and lithium are well-known in PV 
power systems, deep cycle lead-acid batteries are the most commonly used batteries. Flooded or valve 
regulated batteries are commercially available with range of size. Flooded batteries are long lasting and 
more care sensitive than valve regulated batteries but the valve regulated batteries require less 
maintenance. For PV systems,themainimportantcondition of batteries is that the batteriesmust be able to 
assent repeated deep charging and discharging without being impaired. However there is appearance 
similarity with car batteries, car batteries are not designed with repeated deep discharges. Batteries are 
arranged mainly in parallel but also some in series to full fill the invertor or load voltage of a system. 

Batteries should be located in an area with moderate temperature. When extreme temperature prevails, 
batteries must be ventilated effectively. When the irradiation gets low during day or night, the battery 
should deliver the energy to the load. Moreover, batteries are required in such a system because of the 
unstable nature of the PV system output. Batteries are categorized by their nominal capacity (qmax), 
measure by number of ampere hours (Ah) maximum capacity that can be taken out from the battery 
infixed discharge conditions. The ratio of the charge taken out (Ah) during discharge divided by the 
amount of charge (Ah) needed to restore the original state of charge is the efficiency of the battery. 
Therefore, the efficiency depends on the condition of charge and the charging and discharging current. 
The state of charge (SOC) is the ratio between the present capacity of the battery and the nominal 
capacity. 

                                                                                                              (7.29) 

 

SOC can be take values between 0 and 1. If SOC = 1, then the battery is fully charged; and If SOC = 0, 
then the battery is completely discharged. The number of batteries shall be design to full fill the required 
service with consideration of bad weather which may last for three days of cloudy and rainy days in which 
generation of power is less. 

L = mean daily energy consumption (wh/day). 

N = Number of days of battery storage (day) 

ηbatt =Battery efficiency (-) 

D = Depth of discharge (-) 

C = Storage Capacity (wh) 

Battery Voltage = 12V 

Current hours = 250Ah 

B = Number of barratries 

                                                                                                          (7.30) 

 

                                                                           (7.31) 

 

The system voltage shall be 12v then the 6v batteries are connected in series to make 12 voltage battery 
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1. Apartment with 
15 family 70,542 1,0 0,7 0,9 111,97 38 

2. Apartment with 
26 family 163,15 1,0 0,7 0,9 258,97 88 

3. Apartment with 
26 family 131,82 1,0 0,7 0,9 209,24 70 

4. Town-BO 11,81 1,0 0,7 0,9 18,75 8,0 

5. Town (TH B2) 12,32 1,0 0,7 0,9 19,56 8,0 

6. Town (TH B1) 11,81 1,0 0,7 0,9 18,75 8,0 

7. Villa (300-AB) 11,81 1,0 0,7 0,9 18,75 8,0 

8. Villa (300-AB) 12,67 1,0 0,7 0,9 20,11 8,0 

9. Villa (250 B2) 12,67 1,0 0,7 0,9 20,11 8,0 

10. Villa (250-AB) 12,32 1,0 0,7 0,9 19,56 8,0 

11. Villa (320-AB) 12,32 1,0 0,7 0,9 19,56 8,0 

12. Villa (250-AB) 12,67 1,0 0,7 0,9 20,11 8,0 

 

Figure 7.11.1 

7.1.12 Invertor  

The house appliance and adapters are most often designed for alternating current (AC) while the current 
generated from PV system is a direct current (DC). And hence an inverter is an electrical device used to 
convert the direct current DC into alternating current AC electricity so as the power is delivered easily 
with the house appliance current. The output of the inverter can be single or three phase. Inverters are 
rated by the total power capacity that ranges from hundred watts to megawatts. From the power required 
at the load, the type and size inverter should be specified according the design load meant to serve the 
system.  

The inverter is characterized based on the power-dependent efficiency, ηinvin addition to conversion 
function of the DC in to AC, maintaining constant AC voltage to the load and the input power with rated 
efficiency is also main task of the inverter. Hence with specified efficiency of the inverter equation below 
is given compute respective voltage and current of both sides. 

 

                                                                                                        (7.32) 
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 = power factor. 

 = Alternating Current to the load  

 = Alternating Voltage to the load  

= current required by the inverter from the DC side 

= Voltage required by the inverter from the DC side 

 

The voltage and frequency with the use of appropriate transformers, switching, and control circuits shall 
give smooth conversion process of power. 

Inverter specification is needed to be selected to fit the system with smooth operation hence the inverter 
shall be of the following specification. 

 
12 Volt DC to 220 Volt 50Hz AC inverter, 1100 watts continuous, 2200 watts peak power 

12 Volt DC to 220 Volt 50Hz AC inverter, 1500 watts continuous, 3000 watts peak power (190USD) 

http://www.energymatters.com.au/inverters-48v-inverters-c-
151_196.html?zenid=gosdd6vcoc1bfl1i3nrastc2h7 

7.1.13 Peak Power trucker 

The module maximum power output is obtained at an operating point where the current and voltage are 
maximum operating values. And the optimum operating point is referred as maximum power point MMP, 
as can be seen bellow in the figure on the power-voltage/current curve. 

 
Figure 7.13.1 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transformer�
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Maximum power point tracker (MPPT) is a technique that uses some type of control circuit or logic to 
look forthe maximum point. It optimizes the PV operating voltage in order to extract the optimum 
current, there by the DC to DC convertor circuit exploit the maximum power available from a cell.  
Normally, the PV system voltage is charged automatically. The MPPT is a technique to allow the 
controller operates at the optimum operating point. The MPPT recompenses for the changing voltage 
against current characteristic of a solar cell. The MPPT controls the output voltage and current from the 
solar panel and determines the operating point that will deliver that maximum amount of power available 
to the batteries or load.MPPT charge controllers are required for off-grid power systems, and to make the 
energy generation from solar charming. MPPT regulators are more useful when cold weather, on cloudy 
or hazyweather days prevails, and when the battery is deeply discharged. Peak-power trackers are available 
commercially separately and integrated with battery charge controllers or inverters. However, the cost and 
complexity should be balanced against the expected power gain andthe effect on system reliability. 

7.1.14Thermal hot water generation  

Hot water consumption will vary with house type and number of occupants in the house.  The demand of 
hot water can be calculated from the services of the following. 

1) Baths 

2) Showers 

3) Hot water drawn from the tap 

4) Hot water dishwashers  

Hence average hot water consumption for house is estimated 340lit/day per occupants and those villas 
and apartment house are assumed to have 5 people occupants. Hence the daily consumption is of the 
residence will be 1700Liters per day. The temperature from the PVT shall be fixed not less than 60o

 

Cfor 
the minimum radiation July where the minimum flow rate is designed to generate the required thermal 
heat for the demand. 

Figure 7.14.1 model of the thermal heat gain 
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                                                                         (7.33) 

 

But modifying  

                                (7.34) 

QU = useful heat absorbed by the water  

(Τα)PV=0, 8transmittance absorbance product of the PV  

Gt = Solar radiation (w/m2

    (7.35) 

 

7.1.15Pump, piping and insulation  

) 

UL= Heat loss coefficient (4W/ (m20c) 

FR = 0, 9 (heat removal factor) 

Ac= 1,7 area of collector (m2) 

m = mass flow rate (kg/s) 

CP= 4190J/ (kg k) specific heat of water  

ηPV = efficiency of PV (8,53%) 

Ti = inlet temperature of water (0C) 

To = out let temperature of water (0C) 

Tab = temperature of absorber polymer (0C) 

Ta = ambient temperature (0C) 

7.1.15 Cell Temperature  

Cell temperature is a temperature of the PV which affects the performance of the solar cell, and can be 
determined by an energy balance and considering that the absorbed solar energy, the energy that is not 
converted to electrical energy will be converted to heat energy and dissipated to cooling medium and 
environment.Temperature of the absorber is assumed to be nearly equal to the cell temperature of the PV 
for simplicity purpose (Tc =Tp). The cell temperature is calculated as follows. 

Centrifugal pumps and circulator are common type pumps for solar energy systems,pumps designed 
material for solar system depend on the application and a fluid used in the circuit. Selection of pumps 
should consider the temperature of the system. Pumps should also beselected to be able to work at the 
operating temperature of the system. Piping in solar system requires optimization and insulation when an 
array of large collector is installed. The circulation of fluid is related to the installation of pipes, supports, 
and insulation; pumps; valves; and instrumentation. The system should be as simple as possible to make 
trouble free operation andtroubleshooting friendly. The piping material shall be copper, stainless steel 
galvanized steel, or plastic. Except plastic piping all pipes are suitable for normal solar system operation 
because high temperature may damage the plastic piping.Plastic piping is used for low temperature 
application such as swimming pool heating. Due to corrosion problem when water is used as circulating 
fluid the pipe should treated with anti-rest method. Dielectric couplings need be used, if dissimilar metals 
must be joined. The layout of piping should consider expansion and contradiction of pipes as pipe are 
installed on roofs and buildings.Support for the piping on the roof and inside building need be placed to 
carefully. Hence concrete pads could be used for supporting purpose. Insulation is another issue related 
for solar thermal collector installation. In order to minimize the heat loos, insulation shall be selected to 
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have satisfactoryheat loos coefficient. The insulation should also consider weather durability such as 
UVdurability;joint between collectors piping need attention to protect leakage water proofing. Control 
appliances such thermostat, temperature sensors and valvesshould also be located in a way they can be 
replaced easily. 

 

                                                                                  (7.36)                      

Q = Useful heat gain 

A= area of collector  

= Heat removal efficiency factor (0, 9) 

  = Transmittance-absorbance product of the photovoltaic cells 

G= Solar radiation 

 = Collector heat loss coefficient (4W/ (m20

 = inlet temperature of water 

C)) 

 = Ambient temperature  

                                                                                                       (7.37)    

F’ = corrected fin efficiency (F’) 

UL =Heat transfer coefficient of absorber 4W/ (m20C) 

 = Heat removal efficiency factor 

A = area of the absorber  

m = mass flow rate 

Cp = specific heat of the fluid 

 

 

                                                             (7.38)    

 

 Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec 

Ta (oC) 16,18 17,12 17,82 17,54 18,31 16,99 15,73 16,14 15,93 16,70 15,39 15,63 

Tc (oC) 23,59 25,45 25,47 24,61 25,38 22,83 20,09 20,84 21,68 24,47 23,78 23,02 

m (l/day) 137,68 153,03 151,50 137,24 130,12 109,67 87,25 93,27 107,25 138,51 149,51 138,23 

 

Figure 7.15.1 
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Figure 7.15.2 

 

The size of thermal collector shall be twice larger than the PV size on which two PV modules will sit on a 
single the polymer thermal absorber. Hence the area of the absorber shall be 1,7m2; accordingly the water 
flow shall be calculated with following equation. 

                                                                     (7.39) 
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1. Apartment with 
15 family 70,542 172 275,63 87,25 86 8843,09 

2. Apartment with 
26 family 163,15 398 169,16 87,25 199 20462,50 

3. Apartment with 
26 family 131,82 322 155,67 87,25 161 16555,09 

4. Town-BO 11,81 30 315,90 87,25 15 1349,60 

5. Town (TH B2) 12,32 30 300,30 87,25 15 1349,60 

6. Town (TH B1) 11,81 30 323,70 87,25 15 1349,60 

7. Villa (300-AB) 11,81 30 493,35 87,25 15 1349,60 

8. Villa (300-AB) 12,67 32 310,78 87,25 16 1439,57 

9. Villa (250 B2) 12,67 32 462,52 87,25 16 1439,57 

10. Villa (250-AB) 12,32 30 428,42 87,25 15 1349,60 
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11. Villa (320-AB) 12,32 30 494,72 87,25 15 1349,60 

12. Villa (250-AB) 12,67 32 433,27 87,25 16 1439,57 

 

Figure 7.15.3 

 

 
Figure 7.15.4 

In order to meet daily hot water consumption of the houses, the thermal collector of the water pipe line 
should connect parallel to each other so as the sum the hot water out of the PVT panel which nearly 
equate to the daily demand of hot water.   

 
                                                                 (7.40) 

The total follow rate will almost be used for daily consumption during the minimum radiation at July; 
however the total flow rate will increase with higher radiation with certain amount which the daily demand 
of hot water will fully satisfied with compromising the temperature increase of the hot water. 
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Figure 7.15.5 

 
Figure 7.15.6 

As the daily consumption is nearly equal to the generation the hot water, the storage tank would have the 
size of peak hot water generation on February. Hence the table below is presented for each house type.  
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1. Apartment with 
15 family 172 275,63 102,83 86 8843,09 7,83 

2. Apartment with 
26 family 398 169,16 102,83 199 20462,50 23,28 

3. Apartment with 
26 family 322 155,67 102,83 161 16555,09 17,21 

4. Town-BO 30 315,90 89,97 15 1349,60 2,05 

5. Town (TH B2) 30 300,30 89,97 15 1349,60 2,05 

6. Town (TH B1) 30 323,70 89,97 15 1349,60 2,05 

7. Villa (300-AB) 30 493,35 89,97 15 1349,60 2,05 

8. Villa (300-AB) 32 310,78 89,97 16 1439,57 1,65 

9. Villa (250 B2) 32 462,52 89,97 16 1439,57 1,65 

10. Villa (250-AB) 30 428,42 89,97 15 1349,60 2,05 

11. Villa (320-AB) 30 494,72 89,97 15 1349,60 2,05 

12. Villa (250-AB) 32 433,27 89,97 16 1439,57 1,65 

 

Figure 7.15.7 

 
Figure 7.15.8 

 

7.1.16 Thermal Analysis of Storage Systems 

In solar thermal system thermal storage is one of the main important parts. The thermal energy may not 
be needed alive from the collector and may not be possible to harness as much as the required instantly. 
The radiation is available only day time, as a result heat storage is essentialin order the thermal solar 
system to operate continuously. However some applications, such as swimming pool heating, active solar 
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air heating may operate direct heating and intermittent operation is conventional. Generally the design and 
selection of the thermal storage equipment is one of the less considered element of the solar system 
equipment that have an massiveeffect on overall system cost, performance, and reliability. In addition, the 
effect of the thermal storage could be pronounced in basic elements of the system such as collector circle 
and thermal supply system. The use of the storage tank in a solar system is numerous, but the most 
significantare as follows. 

1. In order to ease the availability and load gap problems, the thermal storage will improve utilization 
of stored thermal, and can improve the reaction of the system for abrupt peak loads and reduction 
of solar irradiation. 

2. Preventing of collector efficiency from getting lower due to array heat transfer fluid when the 
circulating fluid temperature reach high at fast rate. 

Mostly, there are three mechanisms that the energy of solar could be stored, in liquids, solids, or phase-
change materials (PCM). However water is the most commonly used storage medium for liquid 
systems, other fluids like oil, water-glycol mixturesmay be used with heat exchanger.Liquid as 
circulating fluid is easy to use conventional pumps and plumbing for circulation and passage of the 
thermal energy. For water heating applications and building space heating, water is 
usuallyenclosedoften in circular tank. The supply temperature of the fluid to the load needs a vital 
attention to meet the desired application. The storage tank should be suited in position where there 
will be less thermal losses and weather wear; hence indoor location is good in this regard. If there is no 
possibility to locate the tank in indoor position, it could be located on the roof with weather 
protectionand good insulation. In order to avoid long pipe runs, the storage tank should also be 
located as close as possible to the collector arrays. (ΔTs), is given by: 

                                                                                                                    (7.41) 

M = mass of storage capacity (kg)  

The temperature range over which such a unit operates is limited by the requirements of the process. The 
upper limit is also determined by the vapor pressure of the liquid.The hot water demand over certain time 
is main parameter that needs to be assumed in the design of awater heating system. 
 

 
Figure 7.16.1 

An energy balance of the storage tank gives 

                                                                                                  (7.42) 

= rate of collected solar energy delivered to the storage tank (W). 
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 = rate of energy removed from storage tank to load (W). 

 = rate of energy loss from storage tank (W). 

                                                                                                         (7.43) 

 = storage tank loss coefficient and area product (W/ ° C) 

Recommended U value is = 0.16 W/m 2 -K. 

= temperature of the environment where the storage tank is located (° C). 

  = Storage temperature (° C), which varies in actual practice through time. 

The hot water demand over certain time is main parameter that needs to be assumed in the design of 
awater heating system. 
The  is determined not less than 5 0c the out let temperature of the collector (55-60 0

 
 

Figure 7.16.2 

c) 

 

 
Figure 7.16.3 

7.1.17 Efficiency  

Although efficiency is not very important for solar energy as the energy is collected for free form sun, the 
efficiency of the PV is only 8, 53 % and the efficiency of solar water heater not more than 60-65%, but for 
the PVT panel is around 50%  
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                                                                                                    (7.44)   

 
Figure 7.17.1 

8 Chapter seven 

8.1 Installation and cost analysis of polymer PV-T solar 
collectors 

8.1.1 Introduction  

However the resource (solar irradiation) for solar Energy is available for free, the solar energy system 
contains device which is required to collect the solar irradiation and convert it in to useful form heat or 
electricity. The devices of the solar energy system will have cost which is generallydescribed by high initial 
cost and low operating costs. In order to implement solar energy system, the cost of collectorsand its 
accessories need energy system backup and should be lower than the cost of other conventional energy 
sources to accomplish the same task. 

The final output of a project should be measured on the economic viability to implement it and its means 
of collecting the return from the investment. Solar energy economics, in general, are labeled as costly 
energy resource in comparison of conventional fossil fuel energy generation cost. But it can also be 
compared with renewable energy resources cost as well. In case of Ethiopia the most electricity generation 
is from hydro power which currently covers around 98% electricity generation. Besides the environmental 
advantages and sustainably nature of the renewable energy application which sometimes may be less costly 
with actual cost of conventional energy recourse is taken in to account. When you analyze the cost of 
emission and its cleaning cost, it is more viable to install the renewable energies as most of the time the 
operation and maintenance cost is minimumassumedto be zero. 

PVT polymer thermal solar collector cost is analyzed to show how the application is viable and the return 
of the investment is achieved with the latest price of electricity of Ethiopia, although the existing price of 
electricity is very cheap because the grid electricity is from hydro power. The price of electricity is 
expected to increase significantly to the same price that of Europe in the long future. Recently Ethiopia is 
planning to be an energy hub in the horn Africa region as the potential for hydro power, wind, geothermal 
and solar energy. The recent study of energy potential of Ethiopia shows the country has 260TWh 
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electricity generation capacity from hydropower alone, which the energy generation is only 3,91TWh, and 
such potential stimulate the policy of the country the target to achieve the potential so as to export 
electricity to neighbor countries. Hence the price is going to increase sometime in the future, recently 
Ethiopia has started to export electricity to Djibouti, and the plan continues to all neighbor countries 
including Yemen and Egypt. 

8.1.2 Method of cost analysis  

The cost of the investment of the PVT polymer thermal solar collector includes the cost of each 
component of the system with up to date price of the components in the market. The panel casing, 
insulation and polymer material costs are estimated together from experience. The installation and 
structure cost is estimated 5% of the total cost of components. The piping, fittings and valves are also 
estimated 15% of the total of components for apartment and 5% for Vila and town type houses as the 
length of pipes in apartment building’s will long and many in numbering than those of villa and town type 
residences. The percentage of the PVT polymer thermal solar collector price with the house price is also 
compared to estimate how influential the installation would be to choose the solar energy service decision 
for both the real estate companies and the people who are going the house. The back pay time is 
calculated with assumption of the investment cost and current electricity price saving only as maintenance 
and operation costs are minimum considered as zero and free. Currently the price of electricity is 
0,06USD per kWh but there is new price under discussion from the government to increase it to 0,08USD 
per kwh and 0,08USD is taken as price of electricity in the calculation.  

 

S/N House type Number 
of  flats 

Load at 
PV (w) 

Load at 
output 
(kwh/day) 

Current 
output 
(Amp) 

# of 
PV 
module  

# of 
PVT 

Actual 
Area of 
PVT (m2) 

1 Apartment 
with 15 family 15 5878,5 54,282069 61,23 172 86 147,0084 

2 Apartment 
with 26 family 26 13595,83 125,543925 141,623 398 199 340,1706 

3 Apartment 
with 26 family 26 10985 101,43549 114,43 322 161 275,2134 

4 Town-BO 1 984,1667 9,087795 41,01 30 15 25,641 
5 Town (TH B2) 1 1026,667 9,48024 42,78 30 15 25,641 
6 Town (TH B1) 1 984,1667 9,087795 42,78 30 15 25,641 
7 Villa (250-B1) 1 984,1667 9,087795 41,01 30 15 25,641 
8 Villa (300-AB) 1 1055,833 9,749565 41,01 32 16 27,3504 
9 Villa (250 B2) 1 1055,833 9,749565 44 32 16 27,3504 
10 Villa (250-AB) 1 1026,667 9,48024 42,78 30 15 25,641 
11 Villa (320-AB) 1 1026,667 9,48024 42,78 30 15 25,641 
12 Villa (250-AB) 1 1055,833 9,749565 44 32 16 27,3504 
 
Figure 8.2.1  
 
The cost of investment includes the cost components which can be divided in to three categories: 

1. The electricity generation system component cost that includes include the PV cost, the battery 
cost, the invertor cost, and the charge controller cost. 

2. The thermal generation system components that includes the polymer and its package (the 
polymer material +panel casing +insulation) cost, the pump and control cost, the thermal storage 
tank cost. 

3. The system facility cost that includes the piping with fittings and valves cost, and the installation 
and structure cost. The costs of system facility are assumed from sum percentage of the total cost 
of the electrical and thermal cost.  
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S/
N House type PV cost 

(SEK) 
the battery 
cost (SEK) 

the invertor 
cost (SEK) 

the charge 
controller 
cost (SEK) 

Total electrical 
component system 
cost (SEK) 

1 Apartment with 
15 family 161188,5 80880,28 27922,88 2556,96 272548,59 

2 Apartment with 
26 family 372797,8 187060,4 64580,21 5914,18 630352,58 

3 Apartment with 
26 family 301208,7 151138,9 52178,75 4778,60 509304,93 

4 Town-BO 26985,85 13540,81 4674,79 1712,58 46914,034 
5 Town (TH B2) 28151,2 14125,56 4876,67 1786,49 48939,917 
6 Town (TH B1) 26985,85 13540,81 4674,79 1786,49 46987,949 
7 Villa (250-B1) 26985,85 13540,81 4674,79 1712,58 46914,034 
8 Villa (300-AB) 28950,95 14526,85 5015,21 1712,58 50205,588 
9 Villa (250 B2) 28950,95 14526,85 5015,21 1837,44 50330,45 
10 Villa (250-AB) 28151,2 14125,56 4876,67 1786,49 48939,917 
11 Villa (320-AB) 28151,2 14125,56 4876,67 1786,49 48939,917 
12 Villa (250-AB) 28950,95 14526,85 5015,21 1837,44 50330,45 
 

Figure 8.2.2 
 

S/
N House type 

polymer and its 
package cost 
(SEK) 

the pump and 
control cost 
(SEK) 

the thermal 
storage tank 
cost(SEK) 

Total thermal 
component system 
cost (SEK) 

1 Apartment with 
15 family 294016,8 7960,00 40995,00 342971,80 

2 Apartment with 
26 family 680341,2 7960,00 121938,00 810239,20 

3 Apartment with 
26 family 550426,8 7960,00 90147,00 648533,80 

4 Town-BO 51282 7960,00 17874,00 77116,00 
5 Town (TH B2) 51282 7960,00 17874,00 77116,00 
6 Town (TH B1) 51282 7960,00 17874,00 77116,00 
7 Villa (250-B1) 51282 7960,00 17874,00 77116,00 
8 Villa (300-AB) 54700,8 7960,00 14427,00 77087,80 
9 Villa (250 B2) 54700,8 7960,00 14427,00 77087,80 
10 Villa (250-AB) 28151,2 7960,00 17874,00 77116,00 
11 Villa (320-AB) 28151,2 7960,00 17874,00 77116,00 
12 Villa (250-AB) 28950,95 7960,00 14427,00 77087,80 
 

Figure 8.2.3 
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S/
N House type 

Total 
electrical 
component 
system cost 
(SEK) 

Total thermal 
component 
system cost 
(SEK) 

The piping 
with fittings 
and valves 
cost (SEK) 

The installation 
and structure 
cost (SEK) 

The total 
investment cost 
(SEK) 

1 Apartment with 
15 family 272548,59 342971,80 92328,06 30776,02 738624,47 

2 Apartment with 
26 family 630352,58 810239,20 216088,77 72029,59 1728710,14 

3 Apartment with 
26 family 509304,93 648533,80 173675,81 57891,94 1389406,47 

4 Town-BO 46914,034 77116,00 6201,50 6201,50 136433,04 
5 Town (TH B2) 48939,917 77116,00 6302,80 6302,80 138661,51 
6 Town (TH B1) 46987,949 77116,00 6205,20 6205,20 136514,34 
7 Villa (250-B1) 46914,034 77116,00 6201,50 6201,50 136433,04 
8 Villa (300-AB) 50205,588 77087,80 6364,67 6364,67 140022,73 
9 Villa (250 B2) 50330,45 77087,80 6370,91 6370,91 140160,08 
10 Villa (250-AB) 48939,917 77116,00 6302,80 6302,80 138661,51 
11 Villa (320-AB) 48939,917 77116,00 6302,80 6302,80 138661,51 
12 Villa (250-AB) 50330,45 77087,80 6370,91 6370,91 140160,08 
 
Figure 8.2.4 
 
The economic analysis of solar energy systems is carried out to determine the least cost of meeting the 
energy needs, considering both solar and non-solar alternatives. The method employed for the economic 
analysis is called life cycle analysis. The house cost and the PVT cost can be compared so as to know how 
much additional cost would be incurred when one chooses the PVT application with respect of the house 
cost. And the return of investment shall be calculated and the payback year can be known for loan facility 
requirement. 
 

S/
N House type 

House cost (BIRR)  Investment 
Cost of the 
PVT per 
house (BIRR)  

Percentage of PVT 
with respect of House 
cost (%)  

minimum maximum Min.  (%) Max. (%) 

1 Apartment with 15 family 750000 1000000 128278,78 12,83 17,11 

2 Apartment with 26 family 750000 1000000 167100,46 17,33 23,10 

3 Apartment with 26 family 750000 1000000 136919,16 13,92 18,57 

4 Town-BO 1500000 2900000 349705,93 12,26 23,70 
5 Town (TH B2) 1500000 2900000 355512,62 12,46 24,09 
6 Town (TH B1) 3600000 11000000 349917,79 3,23 9,88 
7 Villa (250-B1) 3600000 11000000 349705,93 3,23 9,88 
8 Villa (300-AB) 3600000 11000000 371519,13 3,31 10,13 
9 Villa (250 B2) 3600000 11000000 371877,02 3,32 10,14 
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1
0 Villa (250-AB) 3600000 11000000 355512,62 3,28 10,04 

1
1 Villa (320-AB) 3600000 11000000 355512,62 3,28 10,04 

12 Villa (250-AB) 3600000 11000000 369297,39 3,32 10,14 
 

Figure 8.2.5 

S/
N House type 

Electricity 
consumption  
(KWh/year) 

Investment 
Cost of the 
PVT per 
house 
(BIRR)  

Electricity 
consumption 
for heating  
(KWh/year) 

Electricity 
consumption for 
heating  
(Birr/year) 

Total electricity 
cost savings 
(Birr/year) 

1 Apartment with 
15 family 19812,96 27579,63 49703,88 69187,79 96767,42 

2 Apartment with 
26 family 45823,53 63786,36 86153,38 119925,50 183711,86 

3 Apartment with 
26 family 37023,95 51537,35 86153,38 119925,50 171462,85 

4 Town-BO 3317,05 4617,33 6903,32 9609,42 14226,74 
5 Town (TH B2) 3460,29 4816,72 6903,32 9609,42 14426,14 
6 Town (TH B1) 3317,05 4617,33 6903,32 9609,42 14226,74 
7 Villa (250-B1) 3317,05 4617,33 6903,32 9609,42 14226,74 
8 Villa (300-AB) 3558,59 4953,56 6903,32 9609,42 14562,97 
9 Villa (250 B2) 3558,59 4953,56 6903,32 9609,42 14562,97 
10 Villa (250-AB) 3460,29 4816,72 6903,32 9609,42 14426,14 
11 Villa (320-AB) 3460,29 4816,72 6903,32 9609,42 14426,14 
12 Villa (250-AB) 3558,59 4953,56 6903,32 9609,42 14562,97 

 
Figure 8.2.6 

As the solar energy system size increases, it produces more energy but costs more. It would, therefore, be 
required to determine the optimum size of the solar energy system that has the maximum life cycle savings 
or the quickest payback time. The problem of finding the lowest-cost system is a multivariable one, in 
which all the components of the system and the system configuration have some effect on its thermal 
performance and cost. 
 

S/N House type Total electricity cost savings 
of each building (Birr/year) 

Total Investment 
Cost of the PVT of 
each building (BIRR)  

Back pay time 
(years) 

1 Apartment with 15 family 96767,42 1924622,56 20 

2 Apartment with 26 family 183711,86 4504473,73 25 
3 Apartment with 26 family 171462,85 3620355,33 22 
4 Town-BO 14226,74 355501,491 25 
5 Town (TH B2) 14426,14 361308,186 26 
6 Town (TH B1) 14226,74 355713,351 26 
7 Villa (250-B1) 14226,74 355501,491 25 
8 Villa (300-AB) 14562,97 364855,09 26 
9 Villa (250 B2) 14562,97 365212,978 26 
10 Villa (250-AB) 14426,14 361308,186 26 
11 Villa (320-AB) 14426,14 361308,186 26 
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12 Villa (250-AB) 14562,97 365212,978 26 
 

Figure 8.2.7 

9 Chapter Eight 

9.1 Conclusion with suggestion of the thesis project 

Even if the electricity generation capacity is growing nation wise with upcoming hydropower projects, the 
power shedding might not be solved as droughts are occurring frequently in the region. The electricity 
demand on the other hand is growing along the economic growth. The industry is expected to grow and 
replace the agricultural lead economy of the country.Once the PV-thermal polymer collector is installed, 
there is no operating cost and the maintenance cost is low with comparison of other energyresources. The 
cost to generate energy demand of residence from sun is able to harness at a time both forms of energy 
(heat and electricity)No land use, roofs are nothing but for protection of rain and sun. The cost for roof 
material could be reduced when the PVT is placed on the roof.As most new real estate construction are 
constructed in exterior areas of the city on which the infrastructure may not easily be accessible.As a result 
there is bureaucratic process of energy delivery service for new houses or villages may not be easy and 
cannot be immediately supplied from grid connections. 

Sustainable energy supply with more assured approach from PVT to residential houses would reduce the 
energy load of the country.The maintenance cost and service interruption for hot water would be avoided 
as there will not be heater apparatus installed in the house any more. No cost for conventional electric 
heater. No scaling problem due to salt content in the water which cause frequent malfunction of 
conventional heaters in the house.People who buy the houses would also be happy to have a sustainable 
energy service with more secure means from any black out of grid supply that may occur in the energy 
service of the grid.Households with hot water service would be more comfortable for living hood than 
houses which do not have hot water consumption; the PVT design is mainly depend on the radiation of 
the sun available for Addis Ababa. The radiation is consistently enough to support the demand 
throughout the year.Long term loan with low interest rate should be arranged to encourage the energy 
generation as the pay back is 20-26 years which is not bad. 

Although the payback time is not bad, it could have been less than from the calculated years because the 
grid electricity price is very low with respect of regional and the global market of electricity.Although the 
cost of the PVT is high with respect the average income of most people, luxurious house are available 
which the cost of the PVT is as low as 3% of the total cost for luxurious houses.The government should 
allow tax shall be free or set low on imported parts of PVT the system component. Since the slope of the 
PVT tilt on the roof is 90 for Addis Ababa, this is small angle that roofs could have the same angle as a 
rain run-off, and the cost related to structure would be reduced. 

The calculation is made with excel application which is more friendly for any one and somesoftware can 
also be used for simulation.After the calculation Test of the PVT- polymer collector should be carried out 
to study any effect on the design for more reliable out puts. 
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10 Appendix 

APARTMENT FOR 15 FAMILIES (CORNER BLOCK) – G+4-1 BLOCK 

 

  

Building Picture 

FLOOR FLOOR AREA AVAILABLE NUMBER 
OF FLATS  

  GROUND FLOOR   

     
1ST    FLOOR   

TWO-BEDROOM  105.17sq.m 1 
THREE-BEDROOM  123.21sq.m 2 

     
2ND   FLOOR   

ONE-BEDROOM  48.61sq.m 1 
TWO-BEDROOM  105.17sq.m 1 

THREE-BEDROOM  123.21sq.m 2 
     

3RD   FLOOR   
ONE-BEDROOM  48.61sq.m 1 
TWO-BEDROOM  105.17sq.m 1 

THREE-BEDROOM  123.21sq.m 2 
     

4TH   FLOOR   
ONE-BEDROOM  48.61sq.m 1 
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TWO-BEDROOM  105.17sq.m 1 
THREE-BEDROOM  123.21sq.m 2 

  

__________________________________________________________________________________
________________ 
  
   
APARTMENT FOR 26 FAMILIES (CROSS 
BLOCK) 

   

 APARTMENT FOR 26 FAMILIES (CROSS BLOCK) – G+4-1 BLOCK 

 

Building Picture 

FLOOR FLOOR AREA AVAILABLE NUMBER OF 
FLATS  

  GROUND FLOOR   
ONE-BEDROOM 58.19sq.m 4 

THREE-BEDROOM  120.96sq.m 2 
     

1ST    FLOOR   
TWO-BEDROOM  89sq.m 4 

http://www.giftrealestate.com.et/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=43:apartment-for-26-families-cross-block&catid=5:phase-iii&Itemid=18�
http://www.giftrealestate.com.et/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=43:apartment-for-26-families-cross-block&catid=5:phase-iii&Itemid=18�
http://www.giftrealestate.com.et/index.php?view=article&catid=5:phase-iii&id=43:apartment-for-26-families-cross-block&format=pdf&option=com_content&Itemid=22�
http://www.giftrealestate.com.et/index.php?view=article&catid=5:phase-iii&id=43:apartment-for-26-families-cross-block&tmpl=component&print=1&layout=default&page=&option=com_content&Itemid=22�
http://www.giftrealestate.com.et/index.php?option=com_mailto&tmpl=component&link=aHR0cDovL3d3dy5naWZ0cmVhbGVzdGF0ZS5jb20uZXQvaW5kZXgucGhwP29wdGlvbj1jb21fY29udGVudCZ2aWV3PWFydGljbGUmaWQ9NDM6YXBhcnRtZW50LWZvci0yNi1mYW1pbGllcy1jcm9zcy1ibG9jayZjYXRpZD01OnBoYXNlLWlpaSZJdGVtaWQ9MTg=�
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THREE-BEDROOM  121sq.m 2 
     

2ND   FLOOR   
TWO-BEDROOM  89sq.m 4 

THREE-BEDROOM  121sq.m 2 
     

3RD   FLOOR   
THREE-BEDROOM 114.28 2 

     
3RD& 4TH    FLOOR   

FOUR-BEDROOM 154.21sq.m 4 
     

4TH    FLOOR   
THREE-BEDROOM 129.96sq.m 2 

 _________________________________________________________________________________
________________________ 
   
APARTMENT FOR 26 FAMILIES (LINEAR 
BLOCK) 

   

 APARTMENT FOR 26 FAMILIES (LINEAR BLOCK) – G+4 BLOCK 

 

Building Picture 

FLOOR FLOOR AREA AVAILABLE NUMB   

http://www.giftrealestate.com.et/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=41:apartment-for-26-families-linear-block&catid=5:phase-iii&Itemid=18�
http://www.giftrealestate.com.et/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=41:apartment-for-26-families-linear-block&catid=5:phase-iii&Itemid=18�
http://www.giftrealestate.com.et/index.php?view=article&catid=5:phase-iii&id=41:apartment-for-26-families-linear-block&format=pdf&option=com_content&Itemid=22�
http://www.giftrealestate.com.et/index.php?view=article&catid=5:phase-iii&id=41:apartment-for-26-families-linear-block&tmpl=component&print=1&layout=default&page=&option=com_content&Itemid=22�
http://www.giftrealestate.com.et/index.php?option=com_mailto&tmpl=component&link=aHR0cDovL3d3dy5naWZ0cmVhbGVzdGF0ZS5jb20uZXQvaW5kZXgucGhwP29wdGlvbj1jb21fY29udGVudCZ2aWV3PWFydGljbGUmaWQ9NDE6YXBhcnRtZW50LWZvci0yNi1mYW1pbGllcy1saW5lYXItYmxvY2smY2F0aWQ9NTpwaGFzZS1paWkmSXRlbWlkPTE4�
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FLATS  
  GROUND FLOOR   

ONE-BEDROOM 41.68sq.m 2 
TWO-BEDROOM 1 82.72sq.m 2 
TWO-BEDROOM 2 92.80sq.m 1 

     
1ST    FLOOR   

TWO-BEDROOM 1 92.51sq.m 2 
TWO-BEDROOM 2 79.00sq.m 2 
TWO-BEDROOM 3 87.35sq.m 1 

     
2ND   FLOOR   

TWO-BEDROOM 1 92.51sq.m 2 
TWO-BEDROOM 2 79.00sq.m 2 
TWO-BEDROOM 3 87.75sq.m 1 

     
3RD   FLOOR   

TWO-BEDROOM 1 91.01sq.m 2 
TWO-BEDROOM 2 77.50sq.m 2 

     
4TH   FLOOR   

TWO-BEDROOM 1 91.01sq.m 2 
TWO-BEDROOM 2 77.50sq.m 2 
TWO-BEDROOM 3 86.25sq.m 1 

     

 _________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________ 

() 
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